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TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-CKeJieraL

FROM: Sir Robert

s
N A T I O N S U N I E S " "

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE. 3 December 1975

-

REFERENCE:

PERSONAL, AND CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: LAOS
OBJET:

Copies to :

The UNDP Resident Representative in Vientiane has cabled that the
Government of Laos has expressed dissatisfaction at "United Nations
passivity" in "toleratTng" humanitarian assistance being prevented from

1 entering their coontrj^through Thailand^The Government of Laos therefore
"expects" the United Nations to make urgent representations to the Thai
Government to allow the transit of any United Nations humanitarian
assistance.

2. Until the receipt of this cable, no information had ever been
received in Headquarters about any delays in the movement of humanitarian
assistance through Thailand although we anticipated that the "Gunboat
Incident" on the Mekong last week would increase political tension between
the two countries, and could thus lead to further "incidents" and delays.

3. After consulting Mr. Urquhart, I telephoned Mr. Pgjwejt\__thg_JJNpP
Resident Representativein Bangkok. Neither he (nor I) are aware of any
specific delays - although some may now be developing. We agreed that the
UNDP Resident Representative in Laos should be asked to inform us as a
matter of urgency, details of any hold-ups of which he or the Government
may be aware.

4. The organisations principally concerned with providing humanitarian
assistance to Laos - UNEO, WFP, UNICEF and UNHCR - are also checking
to ascertain whether any specific consignments are held up at the present
time.

5. Arrangements have been made for the UNDP Resident Represent-
ative in Laos to proceed to Bangkok at the end of this week so that the
situation can be reviewed jointly on the spot. Immediately after that review,
Mr._PQ3ger and 1 will discuss the situation by telephone (on Monday,
8 December) and then recommend for your consideration whether it would
be appropriate to make any intervention with the Government of Thailand.

6. Meanwhile, the Government of Laos has been informed that their
communication is receiving urgent attention.

7. It is apparent, of course, that this specific difficulty between the two
Governments is only one element in a much broader political disagreement.

8. As you know, both Governments withdrew their respective
Ambassadors about ten days(ago.

Mr. R. Guyer, Mr. B." tfrquhari/lfe R." Ihmed, Mr. R. Coomaraswamy



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-Ge leVa

1./CU

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE:
2 December 1975

REFERENCE:

Sir Rob

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

on

SUBJECT:
OB JET:

The Mekong Project, and also Dr. Umbricht's Proposed Mission to Vietnam

When talking by telephone this morning with Mr. Power in Bangkok
(about difficulties in moving humanitarian supplies across Thailand to Laos)
he mentioned that a delegation from Saigon has just been in Bangkok for
several days, primarily to attend an ESCAP meeting. The delegation
included at least one official from Hanoi.

2. During their visit to Bangkok, members of the delegation had
extensive discussions with the Executive Secretary of the Mekong
Secretariat about the project generally, and also about the future of South
Vietnamese now serving as staff members in the Secretariat.

3. Apparently the discussions went off "surprisingly well". The
attitude of the delegation both towards the project generally and the future
of the South Vietnamese members of the Secretariat staff was positive.

4. Mr. Power said that it was his opinion, and one shared by
Mr. van der Oord (the Executive Secretary), that it would probably not be
possible for representatives of the riparian countries to meet before the
next ESCAP meeting which is due to be held in Bangkok from 27 March
onwards. This interval of about four months could be beneficial, in that it
would provide time for the current political evolution between Hanoi and
Saigon to develop still further, and it could also give time for the
Cambodian authorities to decide whether they wish to participate in the
Mekong Committee. (There is, of course, a further factor to be considered
in the light of the present unsatisfactory relations between Thailand and
Laos, but it is to be hoped that these can be at last restored to normal. )

5. These developments in relation to the Mekong project could
conceivably have some bearing on the future of Dr. Umbricht's mission to
Vietnam. He has so far taken advantage of earlier meetings of the Mekong
Committee to have discussions with the authorities concerned, and unless
the North Vietnamese take a specific initiative in the matter of his mission
it is possible, I assume, that there may be further delay.

6. I shall be commenting separately on the problem of the movement
of humanitarian supplies across Thailand to Laos.

Copies to ; Mr. R. Guyer, Mr. C.V. Narasimhan, Mr. B. Urquhart
Mr. R. Ahmed



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-Geaieral

Sir Robert

V -

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 4 November 1975

REFERENCE:

CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT:
OBJET: Humanitarian assistance provided to Indo-China by the UN system

The Indo-China Working Group met today and reviewed the present
programme of humanitarian assistance being provided by the UN system to
Indo-China. This Group is made up of representatives of UN, UNHCR,
UNICEF, UNDP, FAO/WFP, WHO and INDSEC (the combined
Secretariat of the I. C. R. C. and L. O. R. C. S.). Three of the officials
participating in the meeting had been in Hanoi very recently.

2. There was general agreement that:

(i)

(ii)

( • • • \
111)

the first phase of relief is now starting to merge with the
subsequent phases of rehabilitation and reconstruction - as
things stand the present relief programme should come to an
end about the middle of 1976;

this economic evolution reflects the consolidation of the
political organisation now taking place in North and South
Vietnam, and in Laos;

it is essential for the UN system to adhere to your policy of,
on the one hand, being ready to the best of its ability to
respond to political developments and any specific requests
from the countries concerned but, on the other hand, to^
maintain a modest profile, i. e. not taking initiatives which
the authorities in Indo-China could regard as premature, and
also not giving an exaggerated impression of what the UN
system can do.

3. In money terms, the UN system (principally UNHCR and UNICEF
but WFP is becoming increasingly important) has embarked on programmes
involving some US $50 million. UNHCR anticipates spending another
US $33 million by the end of 1976 (including some provision for the refugees
in Thailand), and UNICEF plans to spend a further $20 million. FAO and
WFP will be increasing their programmes, and there is evidence that the
authorities in Hanoi are now getting ready to negotiate with UNDP about
programmes in both North and South Vietnam. The approaching visit to
Hanoi by Dr. Mahler will almost certainly lead to assistance from WHO.
The Asian Development Bank is also preparing plans for assistance.
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In summary, the current programmes of assistance from the UN system
for Indo-China, together with those forecast for 1976, will involve something over
$100 million. (During the same period INDSEC will have provided a minimum of
$25 million worth of help.)

4. Rice for Laos. It is reasonable to assume that, one way or another,
essential needs will be met until the new harvest comes in next month. In the last
analysis, it is virtually certain that China would bridge any gap.

5. No direct moves have yet been made by the Cambodian authorities, but
you have directed that a reserve should be keptin your Special Account and there is
also a small reserve in your Indo-China fund. UNICEF, too, is maintaining a
reserve that could be applied quickly should any request be made by the
authorities in Phnom Penh.

6. Appeals. Both UNHCR and UNICEF will require further funds for their
work in Indo-China next year, but those activities are gradually merging into
what can be regarded as their normal programmes. The Working Group
therefore agreed, subject to your approval, that those two organizations should
seek themselves to mobilise the additional resources, and that you should not be
asked to make a further appeal at this stage.

7. Bilateral Assistance. Within the last two or three weeks substantial
programmes of bilateral assistance have been negotiated between the authorities
in Hanoi with the Governments of West Germany, Sweden and the U.S. S. R. It is
anticipated that a major programme will soon be agreed with China. 2

8. Dr. Umbricht's Mission. The authorities in Hanoi have still not
indicated a firm date on which they would be prepared to receive this mission.
During today's meeting the view was expressed, particularly by those who have
recently been in Hanoi, that the size of the mission mobilised by Dr. Umbricht
(8 officials) might be a factor delaying agreement. Up to this time, to the best
of our knowledge, the authorities in Hanoi have not agreed to receive any
sizeable mission from, any quarter; in this respect, their attitude is directly
influenced by their desire to have a minimum of foreigners in North and South
Vietnam before their political programme has been completed, and also because
of their desire to preserve a careful balance in their relations with Moscow and
Peking.

9. Conclusion. All the factors considered in this memorandum confirm
the correctness of your policy in directing that the UN system should go about
its business in Indo-China modestly, quietly, and efficiently.

Copies to : Mr. G. Davidson
Mr. R. E. Guyer
Mr. B. E. Urquhart
Mr. R. Ahmed



SUMMARY

The Indo-China Working Group reviewed the present UN
programme of humanitarian assistance to Indo-China :

1. The current programmes including those for 1976 will
involve more than $ 1OO million (principally UNHCR and UNICEP
but also FAO/WPP and probably WHO).

2. No requests have yet been made by Cambodia.

3. Additional funds are needed, but it was agreed that at
present you should not be asked to make a further appeal.

4. Substantial bilateral assistance is being negotiated
between Hanoi and the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden
and the USSR.

5. The fear was expressed that the size (8) of Dr. Umbricht's
mission might be the reason for the cautious attitude of
Hanoi, which has not yet indicated a date to receive the mission,
The desire to have a minimum of foreigners in Vietnam and
the careful balancing between Moscow and Peking is recalled
in this connexion.
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NOTE FOR THE FILE

On the evening of 17 October 1975 the Secretary-

General received the visit of the Observer of the Qemocratic

Republic of Viet-Nam. The Ambassador came to signify his

protest to the decision of the United States to send a ship

with Vietnamese refugees from Guam to Saigon. The Ambassador

said that the action was illegal and that the Government of

South Viet-Nam was not responsible for the consequences of

that voyage.

The Secretary-General asked the Ambassador if the

latter part of his statement meant that they would stop the

ship from arriving in Saigon or if they would adopt any other

measures. The Ambassador did not elaborate, and repeated

his previous affirmation.

On 18 October, on instructions from the Secretary-

General, I telephoned Ambassador Tapley Bennett and relayed

above conversation to him. Ambassador Bennet said, he would

retransmit it to Washington and that he had no information

on the subject.

R. E. Guyer



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-Gene

Sir
••J

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE:
10 October 1975

REFERENCE:

-Assistance to Indo-China

I think that you would wish to know that the World Food Programme
has just approved a project for resettlement in North Vietnam involving an
expenditure of about $1, 300, 000. This means that tnree component parts
of the United Nations under your direct control are now providing
assistance in that country.

2. We are continuing to make respectable progress in providing
assistance for Laos and I shall send you further information next week.

3. Japan has just contributed about $2, 000, 000 to your Special Account
and $1, 000, 000 to the UNHCR for humanitarian assistance in Indo-China -
about $45,000, OOP have now been mobilised.

4. I am taking action, as appropriate, in an effort to facilitate
Dr. Umbricht's mission.

Copies to :

Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. B. Urquhart
Mr. R. Ahmed
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FMG/az
29 September 1975

NOTE ON THE INFORMATION GIVEN BY

MR. UMBRICHT ON 27 SEPTEMBER

Mr. Urabricht explained that his talk with the

representatives of the two Vietnam had been successful and

had taken place in an excellent atmosphere. The Vietnamese

side had given him a paper on the assistance they needed.

He had no problems with this list and now suggested that

pending final agreement of the Vietnamese side, he should

start his mission on 2O October 1975. He would be accompanied

by 5 or 6 experts and would spend 2 to 3 weeks each in North

and South Vietnam.

He is leaving for Bangkok on October 6 in connexion with

Mekong Delta meetings.

In this connexion he had three specific requests to the

Secretary-General :

- The departure of the mission to Hanoi could not be done

unnoticed. In order to avoid speculations, he suggested a

brief communiqu£ to be issued beforehand face -annex-) . The

Vietnamese side appeared agreeable. Final agreement would come

through Mr. Guyer.

- He felt that it was necessary to immediately clarify who,

in Headquarters is in charge of this mission. Although MM. Guyer/

rtJrquhart's office is entrusted in_connexion with the latest

developments, it seemed that the overall competence was never

withdrawn from Sir Robert Jackson's office. He understood that
Mr. Lansky's office is in charge of the technical aspects.

- Mr. Umbricht requested that his government be informed on

his mission as soon as possible(and be thanked for its supportT)



DRAFT STATEMZTIT

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Dr. Waldheim,

stated a short while ago that the United Nations stood ready to

provide humanitarian assistance to the peoples-of the countries of

Indo China in the &ftemath of the war. The Governments of North

. Viet-Nam and South Viet-Nam have now informed Dr. Waldhein that they

' vould welcome a mission to their countries to assess their needs

for rehabilitation and reconstruction. In response to this', the

Secretary-General, Dr. VTaldheim, has arranged for a United Nations

mission to proceed to Hanoi and Saigon without delay and to report to

him on their findings so that he can initiate those steps necessary

to meet promptly the requests for assistance.

P.S. This is more or less the Jist of vhat I suggested to

Ambassador Van Luu, who asked me for an indication regarding

a press statement.

V. Umbricht
27 September 1975
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VED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER l̂ jSj) HAUT COMMISSARIAT DES NATIONS UNIES
FOR REFUGEES ^£§2$ POUR LES REFUGIES

cGIONAL OFFICE AT UNITED NATIONS HEADQUARTERS AU SIEGE DES NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
|0 September 1975

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Mr, Geerg Hennig, Deputy Executive
Assistant to the Secretary-General

V. Dayal, Regional Representative at UN Hqs,

Repatriation of Vietnamese

1, Further to our conversation of this morning, I should like,
inform you of the following:

i) At 10:00 a.m., Mr. James Wilson, Co-ordinator Humanitarian
Affairs, Department of State, called me to say that an
announcement would be made in Washington at 12:30 p,m^ today
concerning the Vietnamese in Guam who have expressed an
interest in repatriating. Mr. Wilson stated that the
announcement would read:

"The United States Government has decided to accede
to the urgent pleas of would be repatriates on Guam to
return to their homeland via a Vietnamese ship currently
in Guam harbour. The "Vietnam Thoung Tin", a 487 ft, vessel
which carried self-evacuated Vietnamese to Guam will be
repaired and fully provisioned with a view to its use as
transport for the approximately 1,600 Vietnamese who wish to
return to their country. It is expected that the preparations
will require 2-3 weeks and that the passage from Guam to
Vietnam will take about two weeks. Work will begin immediately
to return the 6,275 gross tonne ship to a fully sea-worthy
state,"

ii) I calledthe High Commissioner immediately. He indicated that
the U.S. Permanent Representative in Geneva had just informed
him of the decision, in similar terms,

iii) In the course of the day, I received the attached message from
the High Commissioner, which explains the nature of UNHCRIs
efforts on behalf of those wishing to repatriate. By implication,
the message contains the High Commissioner's view concerning the
use of the ship for the group on Guam,

cc: Mr, Urquhart
. Sir Robert Jackson
Mr. Powell
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In view of the United States Presidential decision to make

available a ship for the voluntary repatriants in Guam, please

feel free to make use of UNHCR position as given below:

"In May 1975 the PRG approached UNHCR to facilitate the

repatriation of South Vietnamese who found themselves abroad as

a result of recent events in their country. Simultaneously, a

number of Governments requested the High Commissioner to assist

in this repatriation.

"As a result, UNHCR sent representatives to the places where

such Vietnamese were located, so as to supervise the registration

of those who chose to return voluntarily. UNHCR transmitted these

applications to the PRG.

"In the course of his recent visit to the DRVN the High

Commissioner met with the Special Representative of the PRG in

Hanoi. The PRG confirmed that UNHCR was to continue its role

with respect to repatriation and reiterated its position that

although the principle of repatriation was not qxiestioned, practical

considerations prevented this from being implemented forthwith,

"The Special Representative of the PRG, on behalf of his

Government, extended an official invitation to the High Commissioner

to visit South Vietnam before the end of the year. Questions relating

to the activities of UNHCR both in South Vietnam and with regard to

Vietnamese finding themselves outside their country as a result of

recent events and wishing to repatriate will be taken up on this

occasion.

"As UNHCR had been requested by the competent authorities to

facilitate the return of Vietnamese repatriants, it is not involved

in any attempt at repatriation which is not conducted according to

agreed procedures."

•JHKKBHHHHBf-tt
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Mote for the Secretary-General

Mr. Umbricht asked me to infoOTi you
E?

that his talks with the North and South

Viet-Namese representatives took place in

a very good atmosphere. They showed great

interest in the procedural questions of

the envisaged mission and he feels that he

was able to give them a clear picture. He

was asked, however, to prepare a short note

on the procedural aspects of the mission,

which he will hand over on Monday.

A second meeting is planned between

20 and 25 September.

/ FMG

29 August 1975



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

FROM- Sir Robert
DE:

V-N

crz
O N S U N I E SNATI

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 20

REFERENCE:

1975

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: South Vietnam and the IMF, UNICEF and UNHCR
OB JET: - z -

I have been informed by the IMF that they have learnt of some
"interested rumblings" from the new Governor of the Central Bank in
Saigon (the normal point of contact for the IMF) about South Vietnam
joining the Fund.

It may well be that this interest arises from the fact that the
Fund holds approximately 19 million SDR's for South Vietnam. This
could, of course, represent an appreciable asset for the Government.

The Government of South Vietnam may, however, not have
taken into account that an appreciable debt problem also exists between
South Vietnam and the IMF which, technically speaking, the Government
has inherited from its predecessor.

I have just learnt that the military authorities in Saigon have
agreed that UNICEF can reopen their office and that a new representative
of UNICEF should arrive in Saigon about the middle of July.

In addition we can assume that a UNHCR office will open in Saigon
in the near future following the signing of the agreement between the
PRG and the UNHCR.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Meeting between the Secretary-General and U.S. Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger - Sunday, 15 June 1975

Present: Dr. Henry Kissinger
Ambassador W. Tapley Bennett
Aide

Secretary-General
R. E. Guyer

At the start, Secretary Kissinger referred to personnel

problems and expressed his Government's agreement to the

designation of Bradford Morse for the post of Administrator of

UNDP, and of William Buffum as his successor in his present post.

He then said that he had heard about a counter-candidate to

Morse, to which the Secretary-General replied that it was

correct and that the Swedes had put up someone, but he would

insist on Bradford Morse, ambassador Bennett then said that

Rydbeck had told him that he had cabled Stockholm advising

against the Swedish candidacy.

The Secretary-General asked when this change would take

place. Dr. Kissinger answered that it was indifferent to him,

but that Buffum perhaps would have to go to Geneva as

US representative, as he thought that the Middle East Conference

would be held before the end of the year. The Secretary-General

then mentioned that Peterson's contract ended at the end of the

year and that, if need be, the change could take place on that

date. It was then decided that the Secretary-General would

keep in contact with Ambassador Bennett to clarify this point.

Referring to the Middle East, Dr. Kissinger said that Geneva

could be convened before the end of the year, specifying later

that it could be either in September or October. He then said

that the media had exaggerated the possibilities of a new

disengagement. There was no reason for either excessive optimism

or pessimism. The pending problems still continued as before;

(a) the location of forces, (b) the duration of the agreement,

and (c) access to oil fields. The eventual disengagement depended
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on the parties and not on the US. Rabin was going back to discuss

the matter with his Cabinet and there was a 55 to 45 chance of

getting the agreement of his colleagues. In the affirmative case,

the "passes", all or part, would be under UN surveillance. In

general, Kissinger felt that both parties were more flexible.

The Secretary-General commented that the situation in 1967

had looked better for Israel than at present. Kissinger concurred

by saying that, from the Israeli point of view, that was a better

moment since Egypt had no relations with the US and had to rely

exclusively on the Soviet Union.

With respect to the special session of the General Assembly,

Kissinger said that his country did not want a confrontation

with the Third World and would be as flexible as possible,

but that they would not put up with block tactics. He expressed

that it was not possible for the Third World to get economic

co-operation when there existed at the same time a political

confrontation.

When asked by the Secretary-General when he would speak,

Kissinger replied that he did not know whether he would do it

at the special session or at the regular session, or perhaps

at both.

The Secretary-General then gave an account of the Vienna

talks on Cyprus. He also mentioned that Clerides had more

flexibility that Denktash, to which Kissinger said that Karamanlis

was also more flexible than Demirel. According to Kissinger,

the matter could be solved if the Turks had a minimum of

flexibility, but their internal situation prevented any

possibility of action. He anticipated an anti-American action

from Turkey due to the interruption of military aid. Both the

Secretary-General and Kissinger thought that little could be

expected before elections and these still seemed far away.

(Kissinger mentioned 1976). Reference was made to an eventual

return to power by Ecevit and the Secretary-General mentioned

that in his personal contacts with him, he had shown some

flexibility. Kissinger thought that once Ecevit was in power with a
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firm, mandate, a solution could be arrived at in two months' time.

Finally, reference was made to the problem of Western

Sahara and the S eer etary-Gener al gave a synthetic account of

his trip to the interested countries in the region.

Before leaving, the Secretary-General asked Kissinger about

the admission of the two Viet-Nams to the UN. Kissinger answered

-was linked with the admission of the two

Koreas. Then the Secretary-General retransmitted a request

from Viet-Nam about the cleaning up of minefields. Kissinger

said that if there were any maps of mines, he imagined that

there would be no inconvenience in giving them, but it would

be something totally different from giving technical assistance

to Viet-Nam for the removal of these mines, to which he was not

favourable.



CONFIDENTIAL

14 June 1975

Note for the file

Ambassador Tapley Bennett visited the

Secretary-General on Friday, 13 June, to inform him of

the United States' reaction to the Secretary-General's

enquiry concerning the United States' attitude on the

admission to membership of North and South Vietnam.

This matter had also been raised in Washington by the

Soviet Charge d'affaires. The United States' position

is that the question of the two Vietnams raises also

the question of the admission of the two Koreas. The

United States have, therefore, asked the Soviet Union

to clarify its position on the latter question.

Brian Urquhart



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

FROM- Sir Robert Ja'
DE:

/ F

N A T I O N S UN1ES

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE:

REFERENCE:

PERSONA LAND CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT:
Mekong Project

I attach a Xerox copy of a message received this morning
from Victor Umbricht.

I told Brian "by telephone of the general background of the message
and, in particular, of the section which I have marked in ink.

I went on to say that I could see no objection to Victor proceeding
on the lines he proposes to you (since all the information involved is
unclassifed) and he agreed with me.

I will ask Georg to take this memorandum to you and unless you
instruct me to the contrary by Tuesday, 10 June, will advise Victor,
be telephone, to proceed on the lines that he has recommended and will
also warn Mr. van der Oord in Bangkok, by telephone (to keep the
matter informal) to send Victor any documents, etc., that he may request.

When you return to New York I think it would be advantageous if we
could have a general discussion about the Mekong and its future - such
a meeting, of course, would need to involve UNDP.
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NOTE FOR THE FILE

On 28 May the Secretary-General raised with

Ambassador Bennett of the United States the question

of the U.S. attitude in the event that both North Viet-

Nam and the PRG were to apply for membership in the

United Nations. This enquiry was a result of a question

put to Mr. Raymond Aubrac by the Ambassadors of North

Viet-Nam and the PRG in Paris, who attached importance

to knowing what the attitude of the United States would

be in the Security Council.to the two applications for

membership.

Ambassador Bennett undertook to ask for guidance

from Washington on this matter.

Brian E. Urquhart

28 May 1975
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U N I T E D N A T I O N S \i^j N A T I O N S U N I E S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM ~~^~ MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

TO:
A:

rnu o I ^ rf i 28 May 1975The Secretary-General ^_^_^ DATE: 3

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

REFERENCE:

\ \
E1?M: Sir Rober\jjj&$

SUBJECT:
osjET: Communications in Saigon

The following cable was received by UNICEF, yesterday.

"UNICEF NEW YORK (USA)
85 CONFIDENTIAL LABOUISSE THANKS YOUR CABLE VIA
HANOI REGRET INFORM YOU THAT BY ORDER MILITARY HIGH
COMMAND UNICEF OFFICES TEMPORARILY CLOSED WITH
RESIDENT DRIVER GUARDING PROPERTY AND WE CAN

'CONTINUE USE CABLE ADDRESS STOP EYE PROPOSE RETURNING
HEADQUARTERS EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY LEAVING MOORE
AS UNICEF LINK AND RANKIN AS SECRETARY GENERAL CONTACT
IF THIS AGREEABLE SECRETARY GENERAL AND YOU
SMITH WICK".

2. In accordance with your directions yesterday evening, I have
dispatched the following cable to the Director-General of WHO.

"UNISANTE GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)

.. . PERSONAL TO DIRECTOR-GENERAL FROM SECRETARY-

GENERAL. MILITARY HIGH COMMAND HAS TEMPORARILY

CLOSED UNICEF OFFICE IN SAIGON. UNDP OFFICE ALSO

CLOSED. CONSEQUENTLY PROPOSAL HAS BEEN MADE THAT

DOCTOR RANKIN SHOULD BE USED AS CHANNEL OF

COMMUNICATIONS FROM ME TO AND FROM AUTHORITIES IN

SAIGON. I WOULD AGREE WITH THIS IF IT ALSO MET WITH

YOUR APPROVAL. OWING TO DIFFICULTIES COMMUNICATING

• • / • •
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WITH SAIGON, I SUGGEST, AGAIN SUBJECT7O YOUR

AGREEMENT, THAT MY OFFICE SHOULD INFORM

DOCTOR RANKIN OF HIS ADDITIONAL ROLE MAKING IT

CLEAR THAT THIS ARRANGEMENT HAS YOUR PERSONAL

APPROVAL. KINDEST REGARDS."

3. It will be noted that the role of Dr. RanMn is limited to being
used as a "channel of communications" and that he would not
represent you in any way.

4. I have informed Vittorio Winspeare Guicciardi of these
developments.



•f
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C O H F I D E H T I A L

Sir Robert Jackson

V. Dayal

Repatriation of Vietnamese

1/1
26 May 1975

1. On 25 May tlie High Cocaaissioner received a letter from
Mr. Buying Cong Tarn of the PEG Liaison Mission in Geneva seeking
the assistance of UHKCR in the repatriation of Vietnamese vho
left their country as a result of recent events. A copy of this
letter is attached.

2. Further, as I indicated this morning, UNHCR has decided to
assign liaison officers to Camps Chaffee and Pendleton in the
USA. Colleagues of ours should he there within the next 72 hours.
If the need is felt in Camp Elgin, and any other camps that might
open in the USA, UNKCR liaison officers vill be posted there as well.

cc: Mr. Urquhart
Mr. Heanig/.Mr. Prohaska
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NATIONS UNIES UNITED NATIONS

CONFIDENTIAL

Conversation of the Secretary-General with Ambassador Pham

Van Ba, Head of the PRG mission in Paris and Director of the PRG

Liaison.Office in Geneva.

Winspeare attended. Ambassador "Ba was accompanied by Huynh

Cong Tarn and Nguyen Vinh My.

(HStel Intercontinental, Geneva, 7 May 1975)

* 1. The Secretary-General thanked Ambassador Ba for having come
•̂
j expressly from Paris for the meeting and recalled having met him

„ at the Paris Conference on Viet-Nam. He also recalled the several

• occasions he had had to meet .with Madame Binh and the steps taken

to establish the PRG Liaison Office; in Geneva. The situation was

now clear : the PRG vas the only authority in South Viet-Nam and,

as far as the UN was concerned, there was continuity of the State

of South Viet-Nam. South Viet-Nam being a member of several

specialized Agencies, the procedure to appoint PRG representatives

as Permanent Observers of South Viet-Nam to the UN in New York and

Geneva, as successors to the representatives of the previous Government,

would be simple : the new Saigon Government should notify the UN

officially of the names of the designated Permanent Observers and the

UN would advise the Host Countries requesting that they accord the

customary facilities ad visas.

It was up to the PRG to merge the existing Liaison Office with the

Office of the Permanent Observer.

2* The Secretary-General added that he was referring to the present

two-states situation in Viet-Nam. The unification of Viet-Nam was

of course a matter for Hanoi and Saigon to decide, and the admission

of Viet-Nam as member of the United Nations could only be dealt with

through the Security Council and the General Assembly.

• A
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3; Ambassador Ba reiterated his and his Government's appreciation

of the Secretary-General's understanding of the Viet-Nam problems

and of his past assistance in establishing a liaison between the

PRG and the UN since the Paris Conference.

He agreed that,' in relation with the UN, the succession of the

PRG to the previous Saigon administration was primarily a matter of
*

procedure, (it was not so easy in the bilateral field : in Paris,

for instance, the PRG Mission had not as yet taken over officially

the functions of the South Viet-Nam Embassy, because the PRG was

not prepared to accept automatically all the past bilateral agreements

between Paris and Saigon), However, even before notifying the UN of

the names of the new Permanent Observers, the PRG would welcome a

"statement" of the Secretary-General to affirm that the UN recognized

that the PRG was entitled, for all intents and purposes, to succeed

to the rights and positions previously held by the preceeding Government.

The Secretary-General remarked that this recognition would be

implicit in the appointment of a successor Permanent Observer.

He would reply to the Note of 5 May 1975, by which the PRG Liaison

Office had forwarded two statements of the"Ministere des Affaires de la

Republique du Sud Viet-Nam" on the transmission of powers to the PRG,

'taking "bonne note" of the contents of these communications.

Something could also be given to the Press to explain the situation.

In any case, the notification of the names of the new Observers seemed

to be the urgent thing to do. Ambassador Ea ap.reed.

4. The Secretary-General then explained the United Nations' position

as regards humanitarian assistance to Viet-Nam and the distinct action

undertaken by HCR under its mandate in connection with refugees outside

Viet-Nam. He underlined the non-political approach of the High

Commissioner, his duties and the careful manner in which the individual

cases of bona-fide refugees, either wishing to return to Viet-Nam or

having decided to emigrate elsewhere, would be examined.
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Ambassador Ba replied that the PEG was grateful to the UN and

the HCR for their help to the displaced persons within Viet-Nam.

The problem of refugees outside Viet-Nam was "very delicate" :

the UN and the KCR might find themselves involved in dealing with

"non-legitimate" refugees, encouraged by the US which now "wanted

to get rid of the burden and pass it on the UN and to internationalize
*

the problem". He had already asked the High Commissioner to carry out

a very thorough examination of the refugee cases, suggesting that he

refrain from any action which might have political implications -

before consulting with the legitimate PRG authorities.

The Secretary-General repeated that the HCR would proceed with

the necessary caution.
/

5. The Secretary-General mentioned his appeals for 100 million

dollars for humanitarian assistance to Viet-Nam. He had so far

received about 15 millions. UNICEF and HCR were already active and

other nembers of the UN system were ready to help (WHO, World Food

Programme, etc.) in collaboration with, and at the request of, the

PRG. He referred to Aubrac's mission and, incidentally, to the

difficulty in communicating by radio with the UN Office in Saigon

(Ba promised to ask Saigon to help in this technical matter).

The Secretary-General added that he thought it would be essential

to ensure good co-ordination of United Nations' humanitarian action

in Viet-Nam by appointing a special representative who would have

direct communication with UN Headquarters. He mentioned the name

of F. Lacoste drawing attention to his previous experience.

Ambassador Ba did not comment and assured he would report the

suggestion to Saigon.

6. Ambassador Ba pointed out that as from 30 April 1975 the name of

the State, forerly "Republic of Viet-Nam", was "Republic of South Viet

Nam". Its Government was still called "Provisional Revolutionary
H

Government" and there was for the moment no constitutional need to

confirm its- composition and"its full authority as administrator of

the State.
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UNITED NATIONS

CONFIDENTIAL

Relations between Worth and South Viet-!:arn

In the course of his conversation with Ambassador i'guyen

Van Luu -(Head of International Organisations Dept., Foreign

Ministry, Hanoi) on 6 May 1975, the Secretary-General remarked

that in the context of the United Nations' humanitarian action

in Viet-Kam he was thinking in terns of tvo distinct Government,

Hanoi and Saigon, without touching on the broader question of

the reunification of Viet-oJasi.

VTithout elaborating, Van Luu co:pjnented that the Secretary-

General's approach was entirely correct.



CONFIDENTIAL

Conversation of the Secretary-General with Ambassador Nguyen Van Luu,

Head of the Department for International Organisations at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam (Hanoi).

(Hotel Intercontinental, 6 Kay 1975. Vinspeare attended).

1. The Secretary-General said he was glad that Ambassador Van Luu's

presence in Geneva to attend VfrlO Congress had offered the opportunity

for an exchange of views on the United Nations' humanitarian action in

Viet-Nam. He expressed his appreciation of Hanoi's favourable response

to his initiative to send Mr. Aubrac on mission to North Viet-Nam and

possibly to Saigon. Van Luu asked whether the Secretary-General had

received recent reports from Aubrac. The Secretary-General replied

that he expected Aubrac to report personally tc hir. in Geneva or New York

in the next few days : th?re appeared to be sons technical difficulties

in communicating by radio with our Office in Saigon, headed by the UNICEF

representative, and he asked Van Luu. to ascertain how these difficulties

could be overcome, which Van Luu promised to do,

2. The Secretary-General then suriirari-zed the United Mat ions ' position-

as regards humanitarian action in Viet-Hari.

He had refused to becon? involved in operations (for example "evacuation")

which had a political connotation. The organs of the UN, particularly

UKIC3F and HCR_, had already offered and given practical aid to the nredy

populations of Ind.oc.hira. Other ̂ embers of the IP: system were ready to

help, including VJHO, V'orld Food Prograrnrie, etc. This would be dono in

close collaboration with, and at the request of, the Governments concerned.

As regards Viet-Nam, the situation appeared clear : there would be no

difficulties in discussing specific requests by the Hanoi Government

(which night consider establishing a 7 e ma rent Observer's Office at UN

Headquarters) and by the ?HG whose authority had completely replaced

that of the previous Sairon Gov~mr:-?r.i. (incidentally, the Secretary-

General thought that tir.:-: 7riG v.rrn;2d b-; able to continue South Viet-Nsr.

rrienbership cf spGcializctj Agenciss and that its liaison Office in Geneva

could easily bo rr.ergec vr'.th the 7ers:aver.t Cbrerver's Office established



by the previous' Government).

3. The Secretary-General was anxious to ensure maximum co-ordination of

United Nations' humanitarian action in Viet-Kam as a whole.

Ee thought it would be useftil to appoint a UN representative, if

considered appropriate by Hanoi and Saigon, to serve as an "umbrella"

for the different organs and agencies operating in Viet-Kam.

He mentioned the name of former French Ambassador Lacoste, who had

served the UN with distinction on other occasions (Bangladesh) and would
s be a good choice to facilitate co-ordinatinn in VIet-Narn and direct

communication with UN Headquarters. Van Luu took note of the suggestion,

which he would transmit to Hanoi.

4.. The Secretary-General underlined the difference between the

humanitarian action in Viet-Kam territory, in which KCE takes part, and

the action in connection with refugees outside Viet-Nam, which is

undertaken by HCR under his specific mandate. This mandate had nothing

to do with "evacuation" or other political problems. The KCR had the

duty to give assistance to a Government which might find the presence

of refugees in its territory an excessive burden and to the Governments

of Countries prepared to receive those refugees. Careful examination

of bona fide refugees and assistance to their resettlement was a normal

HCR operation.

Van Luu replied that he knew and considered very valuable the work

of HCR, adding however that there had been attemps by certain Governments

to involve KCBi in politically oriented operations.

i
5. Talking about Indochina in general, the Secrotary-C-eneral enquired

whether Van Luu had any information abort the departure of the remaining

group of foreigners from the French Zr^bassy in Fnom Fenh : he assumed

that the delay was orly due to transport difficulties. Van Luu had no

in? orrnation.

6. "Finally, Van Luu was asked if he had any Indication regarding the

official establishment of a Government in Saigon. The UN had received

correspondence trhough the FFG liaison Office In Geneva originating from

thfl "Xini?tere ĉ .s .Affaires Stranger^?:" of Sa-'.tTc::, but no ccmjr.unicaticr;

about the cempcsitior of the Ocvornsert. Van I-uu had no inforrjatlon on

the subject.

uA ,-<
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POSSIBLE REPERCUSSIONS RESULTING F
LON NOL GOVERNMENT IN CAMBODIA

THE FALL OF THE

1. In his nev/s conference held on 25 February 1975,

Secretary of State Kissinger revived talk of a domino

effect in Indo China. There was, therefore, discussion

as to what the effects would be to neighbouring countries

if the Government of President Lon Nol should collapse

as is widely expected.

2. The military effect on South Viet-Nam would be

minimal with no change in the present situation. The

forces of North Viet-Nam would continue to use bases in

eastern Cambodia as staging areas. The most likely effect

in Saigon would be psychological with widespread concern

that the United States Government has resigned itself to

a victory for communist forces.

" 3. With regards to Laos, there may be no effect at all

since the Government of Prince Souvanna Phouma has been

thus far successful in maintaining the coalition government

in Vientiane.

4. The major effect would likely be in Thailand where

efforts are underway to install a viable civilian government.

The fall of the present friendly government in Phnorn Penh

would confront the present conservative leadership with

serious problems. Traditionally, Cambodia and Thailand

•havE-"rvG-t been on friendly terms and success by the

Khmer Rouge would complicate problems for the new conservative

government in Bangkok. A likely reaction would be for

this conservative leadership to once more turn to the
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military leadership to ensure the security of Thailand.

This would mean the return of a military government to

Thailand with all the risks that this would involve.

Student leadership remains totally opposed to a return of
a military regime.

JJ/pmw

27 February 1975
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Viet-Nam

1. Aubrac, who saw the DRVN Charge1-d» Affaires in Paris
on 29 May and 5 June, explained to him the circumstances of
tiie Secretary-General's decision to transmit the United States
note of 15 March to the DRVH for information, and indicated
that the Secretary-General cannot accept the accusation of
partiality. However, the Charg£ has received instructions to
confirm the DRVN note of 16 May and to insist on non-discrimina-
tion toward the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the
Republic of South Viet-Nam.

2. This mention by the DRW of the question of "non-discrimina-
tion toward the PEG" apparently ties the matter to the proposed
establishment of a PEG liaison office, in Geneva or elsewhere
(see Winspeare's paper of 1 June 1974). Aubrac has been in
touch with Winspeare on this matter and will come to Hew York on
24 June to discuss a course of action* (Ehe Secretary-General's
recent meeting with Madame Binh is relevant in this connexion).

3e The Permanent Observer of the Republic of Viet-Nam on 4
June complained in writing about the use by the Secretary-General
of the expression "Provisional Revolutionary Government of the
Republic of South Viet-Nara1', on the grounds that this tends to
confer some recognition of the PRG. & reply for the Secretary-
General's approval is attached (seen and approved also by the
Legal Counsel). 33iis note points out that the above name is used
by the Secretary-General because it appears in two places in
the final Act of the Paris Conference on Viet-Nam, which in its
Article 6(b) refers to the transmission of information, reports
and views to the Secretary-General by "the two South Vietnamese
parties".

18 June 1974



Note for the Tils

Meeting in the Secretary—General's Office on. 2U September 1973

Present were: The Secretary-General

Secretary of State Kissinger (United States)

Ambassador Scali (United States)

Ambassador Bennett (United States)

--Ambassador McCloskey (United States)

Bradford Horse

Secretary Kissinger formally presented to the Secretary-General

the documents'evidencing United States ratification of the Charter

amendments enlarging ECOSOC to fifty-four members.

The Secretary-General observed, in receiving the documents,

that he shared Dr. Kissinger's conviction of the importance of making

the United Nations a more effective institution and stated his belief

in the importance of quiet diplomacy to help achieve that end. He

noted, :.in commenting upon the enlargement of ECOSOC, of the desire of

smaller countries to play a larger part in United Nations affairs, and

observed that as vorld diplomatic affairs become more complex, the

smaller countries will take an increasingly active role.

In referring to the importance of a high sense of responsibility
/

of all Member States, the Secretary-General called to Dr. Kissinger's

attention the statement made during the XXVII General Assembly (1972)

"by the Foreign Minister of Singapore.

Dr. Kissinger referred to the great ability of Singapore's

Prime Minister.

The Secretary-General reported hov instructive his recently
»

concluded tour of the Middle East had been, and expressed his

satisfaction that Dr. Kissinger planned to direct his attention to the

problems of this region. Dr. Kissinger observed, humorously, that

he. promised that there vould be no jurisdictions! dispute if the

Secretary-General wanted to make an exclusive claim on the problem.

The Secretary-General remarked that there would be no question

of competition and that he wanted only to be helpful in any

appropriate way in bringing peace and stability to the Middle East.
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- At this point, the Secretary-Genera.! shoved a paper to Dr. Kissinger,

which the Sacrebary-General did not identify to the others in attendance, '•-

and seeded to call Dr. Kissinger's attention to s. particular passage.

Dr. Kissinger defined the problem in the Middle East as one involving

the demand for unimpaired sovereignty on'the Arab side and the demand for

security on the Israeli side. He said that he did not forsee any dramatic

United States initiative in the immediate future, and that, in any event,

no initiative vould be undertaken until 'the United States had sought to

obtain the support of other Government's.' The Secretary-General endorsed

this approach and noted his own preference for quiet diplomacy. He noted,

however, the fact that the Arab states frequently sought a United Nations

umbrella for Middle East questions.

The United States Secretary of State observed that any arrangements

which night be developed concerning the Middle East vould necessarily

involve the United Nations, especially in the administration of guarantees.

He also said that there might be a significant role in the negotiating

process where the Jarring or a similar mission could be very valuable.

He noted that the parties might prefer to talk with the United Nations

representatives rather than with each other or with third.̂  powers.

The Secretary-General, in reporting on his conversation with

Prims Minister Gplda Meir, said that she had asked the Secretary-General

to assure Prime Minister Sadat tha-t Israel did not intend to make an

interim solution a permanent solution, but rather that it was her hope

that a first stage settlement could lead to further development towards

peace and that Israel would be ready to negotiate various questions.

The Secretary-General, in reporting on his talks in Cairo, said

that it was his belief that Egypt was prepared to be flexible if a

fornula recognizing Egypt's sovereignty could be found. The Secretary-

General indicated that there might be an opportunity for significant

movement if the basic question of Egyptian sovereignty could be resolved.

The Secretary-General concluded his remarks on the Middle East by

saying that he expected no significant movement before the Israeli elections.
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The Secretary-General "brought to Dr. Kissinger's attention the

deep concern expressed a few days earlier by the Polish Foreign Minister,

vho had reported that the Hanoi Government had approached the Polish

Government to dissolve cease-fire observation units in South Vietnaml

This development, the Secretary-General observed, indicated that there

may be initiatives on tha part of the North Vietnamese in connexion

with the ceasefire. Dr.'Kissinger referred to North Vietnam's request

for a lower budget for the cease-fire administration and said he would

look into the matter reported by the Polish Foreign Minister. It was

Dr. Kissinger's opinion that a major offensive night be launched against

South Vietnam during the spring of 197^>-

In connexion with the cease-fire observation units, the Secretary-

General noted that in his very brief meeting vith Mme. Binh, in an

Algiers' hotel lobby during the recent non-aligned summit meeting,

this matter was not raised. The Secretary-General emphasized that he

had ihfonasd:' fee. Binh that there was no possibility of his arranging

observer status for the Peoples Revolutionary Government of Vietnam (PRG),

despite great pressures placed on the Secretary-General and despite two

'letters from Mme. Binh requesting observer status for the PPVG. The

United States Secretary of State commented on the strong stand of the

United States Government against observer status for the PRG, but

that there was, of course, no way to prevent letters'requesting observer

status from Mme. Binh.

Dr. Kissinger requested the Secretary-General's observations about

the non-aligned submit meeting, and the Secretary-General responded

that although he had only been in Algiers for the opening session of

the meeting, he had had an opportunity to make a number of valuable

contacts. The non-aligned states represented a number of diverse points

of view, for example, Prince Sihanouk and King Faisal, the latter of

whom the Secretary-General had contacted in hope of obtaining financial

assistance for Palestine refugees. Despite their various political

viewpoints, the group was powerful as a whole. The Secretary-General

also observed that there was undeniable resentment of the big powers
*,

by the non-aligned, a situation which was of concern to Soviet Ambassador

Malik. . Dr." Kissinger noted his view that there would always be



resentment and diverse opinions on the part of the non-aliened, states,

vhich had been critical about the Cold -war and vere-now critical

about detente.

The Secretary-General raised the subject of Chinese-Soviet rivalry,

noting that it vas particularly strong in the United Nations. He

commented, for example ,..that Under-Secretary-General- Tang, an

exceptionally intelligent, capable and dedicated United Nations staff

member, vas reluctant to accept Soviets in his department and the

Chinese vere always concerned about Soviet appointments in the

Secretariat. . This same rivalry, the Secretary-General felt, vas the

reason for the Chinese position on United Nations activities in North

Vietnam, because the Chinese felt that this vould permit the expansion.

of Soviet influence there. Dr. Kissinger concurred with the Secretary-

General's appraisal of the Chinese-Soviet relationship and Ambassador

Scali remarked that there seemed to be increased Soviet activity

throughout all United Nations activities. The Secretary-General

pointed out that in contrast to the attitude of the Chinese vis-a-vis

the Soviets, there vere alvays friendly references made about

Americans by the Chinese.

Before the meeting ended, the Secretary-General called attention

to the enormous changes that had iaken place in the United Nations

during his years working with the Organization, and recalled the

sharp United States-Soviet confrontations that had taken place in

the past. The Secretary-General commended Dr. Kissinger's efforts

to achieve psace and world security and emphasised his personal

admiration for the United States Secretary of State.
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North Vietnam

M E M O R A N D U M

REF :

G E N E V E , 2 July 1973

CONFIDENTIAL

I have received reports from several sources that the food
situation in the five provinces South of Hanoi has become very
serious as a result of the drought conditions which have now
existed for several months.

Ironically, in other parts of North Vietnam - according to
my information - tens of thousands of hectares are virtually
inundated with consequent damage to crops.

The same sources indicate that these problems of inundation
have arisen, in large measure, as a result of bombing by the
United States Air Force last year.

It will be exceedingly interesting if, in due course, we can
obtain confirmation of the information in the preceding paragraph,
for it would have a very direct bearing on your exchanges earlier
this year with President Nixon.

cc: Mr. Henry R. Labouisse
Executive Director, UNIGEF

F.S.!

By coincidence, after dictating the above note, still further
confirmation of these reports (this time from the "New York Times")
was telephoned to me.
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ff^-^ T̂o-••.'Sir Eobert Jackŝ n'Creneva"'from-Beredji.ck'.New'.IYorkV:' 2nd July 1973;' ,

ii'i.'-;̂ V Confirming oijr telephqne^'conversation of today, herewith' summary of news item which • .

;•'appeared.'yesterday. New York:;Timeŝ  'begins.t .:;".' :;>:.;',:'••:-;:•'•'-•-:',.: ;'.•:.' . ^

•Severe drought parts of North 'Yietriani party newspaper reports "crop conditions very

.'serious 'to critical" in' 5 provinces so.uth ,bf Hanoi. Party newspaper Nhan Dan further

says "there has been almost -no rain at all since -last November in zone 4 provinces. Many

rivers'.are very nearly dried up, level in lakes in area far below normal. In other areas

tens•. qf( thousands of hectares .of props have suffered .because of surplus repeat surplus

: of wa,te.r:,in-Red River delta. '.Serious condition'of natural drought has been made worse

. by Xseyere;damage to.\irrigation, sygteras^ by".UoS^: bombing .last y^ar; which could not be

î're.̂ !̂̂ ^̂.-̂.!!'. time."'.;'-"; ; ••-;: '.•• "•':'. ;;? ; .;' V -. . '. '.: '-•-••• '- '• %:/^',;.'••-r. '•'.:• \, •'•-.: '.'••''-..'-':' : ..••••'• ••• .

*;.||(^;The';news;-:item;. is ' 'based :pn-A^P>^ report 'from Hong Kong dated ,30.

^-e:;0iiy-e]t?vinforrnecL^^ '•' ' '; '•• ' - i / ; ; - ' ; \ ; ;'''.:.A:';'" ' ' . • • ' • ' . . " ' • ' . ' . . - ' ' - - . . v . . - - . ' ' - , : - ' ; - ; ' -..;' - : • . . • ' ' /
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22 June 1973
AP/jh

CONFIDENTIAL

Note for the File

on a Meeting of the Secretary-General with Mr. McNanara on 20 June 1973

Mr. McNamara came to see the Secretary-General to report on the

'activities of the World Bank regarding aid to Indo-China. In particular,

he referred to the projected setting up of a Consortium for Vietnam, vhich

was understood to cover the vhole of the country. The recent negotiations

in Saigon revealed, however, that Hanoi had no interest in accepting such aid.

The reactions of possible donor countries was lukewarm: they were concerned

that in these circumstances the Consortium would turn out to be onesided

and favour South Vietnam alone. The United States Administration wished

to include North Vietnam among the eligible recipients and preferred the

multilateral character of the aid. The reason for this preference was that

bilateral arrangements with North Vietnam were for the time being excluded

in view of the stand Congress had taken on these matters. On the other hand

the position of Hanoi,as indicated to Mr. Kissinger,remained that they would

only be prepared to accept bilateral aid from the United States.

According to Mr. McHamara, a way out of this dilemma would be the

setting up of a Consortium for the whole of Indo-China. The resources of this

Consortium would be made available to those countries which applied for it.

Mr. McNamara prefered however to wait another three to four months in order to

await a further evolution in Hanoi's attitude. Mr. McNamara's approach was

one of caution and reserve vis-a-vis the present demands of the Government

of Saigon which had pressed very hard to go ahead with a Consortium for South

Vietnam alone.

Finally, Mr. McNamara summed up his attitude towards North Vietnam

underlining that they had been repeatedly informed of the possibilities the

international community could offer in terms of rehabilitation and reconstruction

and that it was now up to them to make the next move.

cc: Sir Robert Jackson
Mr. C.V. Tiaras inhan
Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. urnuhart



CONFIDENTIAL 21 June 1973
AP/dm

Note for the File

Re: Aid to North Vietnam

Mr. Labouisse called the Secretary-General on 20 June to inform

him that two UNICEF negotiators in Moscow had received a request from

Hanoi for humanitarian assistance. North Vietnam had invited the

representatives of UNICEF for further negotiations to Hanoi. This

invitation constituted a break-through in as much as it was the first

time that North Vietnam requested multilateral aid from a member of

the UN family.

CC: Mr. Guyer
Mr. Urquhart
bf. filing: GH



U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:

DATE: 20 June 1Q7?

REFERENCE:

Sir Robert Jackson
Under-Secretary-General
in charge of UNH03

Anton Prohaska
Personal Assistant to
the Secretary-General

Assistance to Indo-China

I refer to your memo dated lU June 19T3 on the

above subject. Please find enclosed copies o'f two

confidential notes on the discussions between

Mr. Cargill of the World Bank and the Executive

Office.



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secret ary/Gs&er;

Sir Bob.
Under-Se •al

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE:
June 1973

REFERENCE:

Assistance to Indo-China

Another UNDPGRAM from Pierre Sales in Saigon about the
IBRD mission to South Vietnam is attached.

The reaction of prospective donors, described in this
message, is confirmed by our own impressions.

I am not aware of the substance of the discussion between
Messrs. Narasimhan and Cargill.

cc: Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. B. Urquhart



UNITED NATIONS

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

BOITE POSTALE 1255 SAIGON

TEL. i 23.942 - 23.943

ADM 250/33

287, PHAN- THANH - GIAN
SAIGON

REPUBLIQUE DU VIETNAM

PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

ADRESSE TEIEGRAPHIGUE

UNDEVPRO S A I G O N

Saigon, 24 May 1973

No. Ill

UNITED NATIONS NEW YORK

JACKSON INFO COOMARASWAMY. CONFIDENTIAL. A FOUR-MAN RECONNAIS-

SANCE MISSION FROM THE IBRD ARRIVED IN SAIGON ON 22 HAY FOR A

TEN-DAY STAY. THE TEAM LEADER INFORMED ME THAT PETER CARGILL HAD

VISITED HEADQUARTERS LAST WEEK AND HAD SEEN MR. NARASJMHANJTO

DISCUSS THE BANlFs~POSITIoF"HEGARDIlIG THE FORMATION OF AN AID

.^CONSORTIUM FOR_ SOUTĤ YIET̂ NM.. APPARENTLY, THE REACTION OF

PROSPECTIVE DONORS CONTACTED BY THE WORLD BANK HAS BEEN MIXED

AND NO CLEAR CONSENSUS HAS EMERGED AT THIS TIME WITH REGARD TO

SUCH A PROPOSAL. WHEREAS THE BANK HAD EARLIER PLANNED TO SEND

A FULL PLEDGED TEAM TO VIET-NAM ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT A CONSOR-

TIUM WOULD SOON BE ESTABLISHED IT DECIDED TO SEND A SMALLER

RECONNAISSANCE GROUP FOR EXPLORATORY DISCUSSIONS WITH THE SOUTH

VIETNAMESE GOVERNMENT. IT IS CLEAR THAT THE MOOD OF THE

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY WILL HAVE TO BECOME MORE POSITIVE BEFORE

THE IBRD ACTIVELY SUPPORTS THE SETTING UP OF SUCH A GROUPING.

THE ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK WILL HAVE AN "ASSOCIATED RELATIONSHIP"

TO THE IBRD IF AND WHEN A CONSORTIUM EVENTUATES. THE LATTER

WOULD, HOWEVER, CHAIR SUCH A GROUPING.

THE AD3 DECLINED TO SEND ANY OF ITS MEMBERS AS PART OF THE IBRD

RECONNAISSANCE TEAM ON THE GROUNDS THAT IT HAD ALREADY SENT A

TEAK TO VIST-NAM IN FEBRUARY OF THIS YEAR.



- 2 -

A TWO-MEMBER IMP TEAM SPENT SEVERAL DAYS IN SAIGON EARLIER THIS

MONTH. THE SAKE TEAM HAD BEEN HERE IN FEBRUARY TO PREPARE AN

ECONOMIC REPORT WHICH HAS SINCE BEEN PUBLISHED.

SALES UNDSVPRO

Pierre L, Sales

Resident Representative

PLS/ptt



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
SIC. DE:

FROM: c:_
DE: ibir

U N I T E D N A T I O N S v
s,

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-Geneqral

Under
6yckckson

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM 1NTERIEUR

DATE: 8 June 1973

REFERENCE:

I attach to this another UNDPGRAM from
Pierre Sales in Saigon referring to the work of the
IBRD Reconnaissance Team.

cc: ..Mr. Roberto Guyer
Mr. Brian Urquhart
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UNITED NATIONS

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

BOITEPOSTAIE 1255 SAIGON

I 5 TEL. s 23.942 - 23.9-13

I {

ADM/250/33

287, PHAN-THANH-GIAN
SAIGON

REPUBUOUE DU VIETNAM

PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNI£S

POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

ADRtSSR TEliGRAPHlCUE

UNOFVPSO S A I G O N

Saigon, 31 May 1973

f-, r»l\ n .
\ j y j-7

 :'-i \ ;.:•••,.*
U v°i;.'.' b '2w 6 "'4 isVii No. 115

UNITED NATIONS

NEW YORK

JACKSON INFO COOMARASWAMY. CONFIDENTIAL. THE 5-

MEMBER IBRD RECONNAISSANCE TEAM HAS JUST CONCLUDED

ITS 10-DAY VISIT TO SOUTH VIETNAM AND IS PROCEEDING TO

BANGKOK TO WRITE ITS REPORT. MANFRED BLOB EL, THE

TEAM LEADER, IS EXPECTED TO HAND-CARRY THE REPORT

TO WASHINGTON AT THE END OF JUNE. WHILE THE MISSION

TO VIETNAM WAS SHORT, BLOBEL BELIEVES THAT IT SUFFICED

TO GIVE THE TEAM MEMBERS A GOOD FEEL OF THE SITUATION.

SEVERAL MAJOR OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE TEAM: THERE IS

A PAUCITY OF DETAILED PROGRAMME/PROJECT DOCUMENTA-

TION WHICH WILL NECESSITATE A GREATER EFFORT, AT THE

APPROPRIATE TIME, ON THE PART OF THE LENDING AND DONOR

COUNTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS; THERE ARE RELATIVELY FEW

RECONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS PER SE (E. G. TRANSPORTA-

TION BOTTLENECKS); THE EXISTENCE OF LEOPARD SPOTS, I.E.

PRG - CONTROLLED OR "INSECURE" AREAS, WILL HINDER

CERTAIN PROJECTS (SUCH AS .THE LAYING OF POWER

TRANSMISSION LINES); ETC.. ELOBEL EXPRESSED DOUBT
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THAT AN AID CONSORTIUM COULD BE SET UP BEFORE THE

END OF THE YEAR, OWING ESSENTIALLY TO A VARIETY OF

COMPLICATIONS EMANATING FROM WITHIN THE DONOR

COMMUNITY.

SALES UNDEVPRO

Pierre L. Sales

Resident Representative

PLS/ptt

i f



7 June 1973 Sir Rob .Tit Jackson 1327 3737

UNRO3 2Z642-30Q

I
P

UNDSVPKO • l'

SAIGON (VIETNAM)

SALES FROM JACKSON.

MANY THANKS YOUR 115. PIS ASS CONTINUU TO KEEP

US INFORMED. REGARDS FEOM ALL OF US.

Sir Robert Jackson, Under-Sscretary-Gcneral
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TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-Gener

FROM: Sir Robert
Under-Sec

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 23 Mav 1973

REFERENCE:

I attach to this note a copy of another UNDPGRAM
that has been addressed to me by Pierre Sales in Saigon.

This is a further development, related to my note
dated 15 May, 1973, to which was attached UNDPGRAM 93.

In accordance with your wishes a meeting to
discuss this proposed conference has been arranged for
1200 on Wednesday, 30 May.

cc: Mr. Roberto Guyer
Mr. Brian Urquhart



UNITED NATIONS

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

BOITE POSTALE 1255 SAIGON

TEL. : 23.942 - 23.943

287, PHAN - THANH - GIAN
SAIGON

REPUBUQUE DU VIETNAM

PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
{f

ADRESSE T£LEGRAPHIQUE

UNDEVPRO S A I G O N

Saigonf 11 May 1973

No. 98

UNITED NATIONS NEW YORK

SIR ROBERT JACKSON UNROB INFO COOMARASWAMY UNDP. PLEASE

SEE THE ATTACHED GVN PRESS CLIPPING WHICH IS SELF-

EXPLANATORY. REGARDS.

PRO

Pierre L. Sales
Resident Representative

ORG.130/5

PLS/ptt
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. Saigon(VNT). -' World: Bank President i
v matting among (?ountries of Europe,••Jfojericai;;'and Asia, the:,.$

of a consortium to dispense mil til ate rial''agLd to South

•••#*<&. ••

**-•?.
•;;-?'.

- • ' f' ••?:f,''"-:^^i

Tills was revealed, by Mr, Nguyen Huu Hanh, a former
'of the National Bank, who now represents this country at
national Monetary Fund (IliF). He. sat in during the c;onfer€;hce at ^
Blair.House between President Nguyen Van Thieu who Was last
on an official visit to the United States,1 and Messrs KcNafltara and"1'
Schweitser, II IF' s 'Chief 'Exe cut ivo „•'..••' '• . - • '• ;

^In.an article .pub] is bed by -the prestigious daily
on Lc.y 6 1973? i-ir0 Hanh alao revealed that' Mr. MacHamara
to send to Saigon in the near future a delegation"' of .tbo- World -""Baflk
;,the. first to visit this country to study South Vietnam's overall
needs oC reconstruction .and development, .This delegation would'.' •' '
after bhe visit and jointly, irith' Vie t name is e officials draw up'
for submission to the Consortlunu. : :;\ . • •-"• . ' ' : ; . •• ; ' x '

This Consortium 3- accordirig^.:to;the';former; National Bank'
governor, uill likely include the. : :IMF. 'whose., chief executive also
pledged full support t o President- '.Thieu,'^. " • . ; • • ' ' • ; -

hr. Fanii said, in his article that .the., support and backing
of these Lwo organs could be vary valuable^'' and that once peace is
restored and politics are stabilised,, international aid to South* •'
Vietnam could be well over ^00 million ^f; U.S. .'dollars 'yearly, not
•mentioning the appreciable amount 'of foreign inve'straents.

.^N

He particularly emphasised' the mul'tilateral character of
the aid which is? Hanh. s aid ? j important in 'm'4hy respects. In the
economic field. South Vietnam wil|; Be-' 'able ''to follow 'a more independ-
ent economic policy .as -the , ret ult'- :vof. a gradual diminution Of American

said wliich, he ;said? South Vietnan has; received in fair3_y substantial
amounts during the past years „

' ' ' '

('*

-I"*'

,.. . . , . .
The noted 'economist proposed the following guidelines which,

he argued, should be adopted v' in long as well as short, term plans
are mapped out for subtaissior, to the World Bank and IMF to obtain
aid from the Consortium, .

Firstj!; Mr,. Hanh, main oaJned that programs of reconstrction
and. development in the public sector should aim at social justio in
the economic. field.,: and that projects-.should:;$eelt the economic well-
being of the "great majority of the"''Vietnamese people and not the ,

of the minority. .. .••• v.:•! T < :
' '

• ft *'. •
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Second)'programs of reconstruction in the public
*{, according tb the former National Bank governor.• •* - • - "-• . . - . - - - - • - - - > • * - - • - thft re* to solve unemployment to

refugee problem, the slum crisis.

Mr. Hanh it»ges:tiiat : sinc^ the
been at war, time should no i.^-or be.wasted to
to raise the living standard of the people.

To this end, he advised that plans should not b0
grandiose? intended to impress with unobtainable gflNft^Sj blttt
instead be simply projects to combat and oyeroo^ the'adverse
effects of the war in the economic as well as sooieQ.':ap.here§,,_.,.

«:

Finally? the author of the article said that in the'
term South Vietnam should set out. tht& earlier the better on
road towards self -sufficiency, economic independence,., the
diminution, of foreign aid so as to be less dependent on foreigii
countries. ''- '

\
«).



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

Sir Rober
Under-Sec

MI
P-fGeneral

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 15 May 1973

V\
REFERENCE:

I attach to this note a copy of a UNDPGRAM that
has been addressed to me by Pierre Sales in Saigon.

It will be observed that the Conference appears to be
directed to the needs of South Vietnam in contrast to those
of Indochina.

cc: Mr. Roberto Guyer
Mr. Brian Urquhart (on return)



UNITED NATIONS

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

BOITE POSTALE 1255 SAIGON

TEL. . 23.942 - 23.943

287, PHAN- THANH - GIAN
SAIGON

REPUBLIQUE DU VIETNAM

PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

POUR LE DSVELOPPEMENT j

j
ADRESSE TEliGRAPHIQUE

UNDEVPRO S A I G O N

Saigon, May U, 1973

No. 93

UNITED NATIONS NEW YORK

JACKSON UNROB INFO COOMAEASWAMY, CONFIDENTIAL. FURTHER MY

UNDPGRAM 76 AND URTEL 31*. (AM) THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR HAS

INFORMED ME THAT THE IBRD AND IMF ARE PROCEEDING WITH PLANS

TO CONVENE AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOUTH VIETNAM. IBRD

PRESIDENT MACNAMARA VISITED TOKYO TWO WEEKS AGO TO SOUND OUT

THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ON THIS SUBJECT AND TO INFORM THE
oT-mp^-

GOVERNMENT THAT PROSPECTIVE DONORS WERE ALSO BEING CONTACTED.
A

ACCORDING TO THE AMBASSADOR, REACTION HAS BEEN GENERALLY

FAVORABLE. ON THIS BASIS THE IBRD AND IMF INTEND TO SEND A

JOINT MISSION TO SAIGON IN THE NEAR FUTURE TO SET THINGS IN

MOTION. (BBB) U.S. SOURCES HERE CONFIRM THAT MACNAMARA HAS

AGREED TO TAKE THE LEADERSHIP IN ORGANIZING AN INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON HAS REPORTEDLY AGREED TO PARTICIPATE

AND HAS INDICATED A WILLINGNESS TO MAKE AW EVENTUAL CONTRIBU-

TION. (CCC) ACCORDING TO SOURCES (AM) AND (BBB), SINCE HANOI

HAS REJECTED ECONOMIC AID FROM A MULTILATERAL SOURCE, TOKYO



AND WASHINGTON ARE PREPARED TO PROCEED WITH AN EXAMINATION OF

RECONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS FOR SOUTH VIETNAM. (DDD) A MEMBER

OF THE IBRD REGIONAL OFFICE IN BANGKOK IS ARRIVING IN SAIGON EARLY

NEXT WEEK. HE HAS CABLED TO SAY THAT HE WILL BE CONTACTING ME

TO DISCUSS HIS TERMS OF REFERENCE. REGARDS.

Pierre L. Sales

Resident Representative



FROM:

SUBJECT:

U N I G E F

U N I T E D N A T I O N S C H I L D R E N ' S F U N D
FONDS D E S N A T I O N S U N 1 E S P O U R L ' E N F A N C E

INTEROFFICE M E M O R A N D U M

Mr. Brian Urguhart j
Assistant Secretary-General I A
Office of the Under-SecretaryyZeneral
for Special .Political Affairs.

Henry R. Labouisse

Indochina

BATE: . March 26, 1973

FILE NO.:.

I am attaching a memorandum prepared on March 23
concerning recent UTQICEF contacts in Paris with PRG and
North Vietnam representatives. Also attached is a copy
of a telex (number 70) which I sent to our representa-
tives in Paris on March 23.

Attached



New York, 23rd March 1973

Indochina. - recent UNICE? contacts

In the course of the present week, IMICEF has made the following
contacts through representatives in Paris :

1. With the Provisional Revolutionary Government of Vietnam (PHG)

A meeting was held on 22 PAT* with the Director of the PHG
Information Centre attended from UWICEF by a group headed by
Dr. Egger. A report received on this meeting indicates:

a) The 'PHG representative confirmed that his Government is
interested in entering into contact with all organizations
of the UN system.

b) He also expressed interest in entering into cooperation with
UMICEF, both for more immediate emergency aid as well as for
participation in longer term efforts .

c) The PEG representative showed a positive understanding of the
principles under which USflCEF operates and stated that he
would transmit to his Government a. proposal that a. fsnn of
collaboration be entered into with IMICEF.

d) It was understood that an early reply would be useful in view
of several factors, including the timing of the next UIHCE?
Board Session.

e) Tentatively, it was hoped by both parties at the meeting that
a second meeting could be arranged in Paris, in the first half
of April.

/»•*•••



In the meantime, pending a response from the PRG> their
representative in Paris and staff of the UNICES' office
would consider the possibility of preparing a tentative
and provisional emergency aid programme. A possible and
subsequent step might be a later visit by a UWICEF
representative to PRG-held territory to work out programme
details.

An aide-memoire was made available to the PRG-representative
at the conclusion of the meeting. A copy of this paper is not
yet to hand.

2, with the Democratic Republic of Vietnam ( DRVN )

An informal contact this week between a UNICEF staff member
(Mr. Spivac ) and the DRW delegation in Paris brought forth
the information that whereas the delegation is at present apparently
not qualified to conduct "negotiations" with UNICES', they suggested
that UNICEF should address a letter to the "Committee for Reception.
and Distribution of International Popular Aid" which has been created
in Bsnoi in early March.

It was further suggested that such a. letter could indicate proposals
for collaboration between DRW and UNICES' and could convey some basic
information about UNICES', its organization,̂  functioning budget as well
as the type of action it has conducted in war-devastated countries
such as Nigeria and Bangladesh.

At the same time, it wa.s brought to our attention that the DRW has
encountered difficulties in facing a number of initiatives from
outside resources offering aid "requiring internal reorganization".

As a result of this informal contact, which was characterized as a
friendly encounter, general information material on UNICES' has been
assembled in Paris to be transmitted to the DRW with an aide-memoire.
The text of such an aide-memoire was reviewed today at UNICSF
Headquarters and sent by telex to Dr. Egger in Paris (see attached copy).
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File — Dossier :

TO'
'A :" -USIC3F

PARIS (FRANCE) TELEX 62074 PLEASE TSANSMIT BY COMMERCIAL TELEX

• COHPIDENTIAL FOR EGGER AMD GUIBBERT. YOUR 95 AFTER CAREFUL REVIEW^
SUGGEST TEXT AIDEMEMOIRE BE AMENDED AS BELOW. THE SENTENCE HUMBERS

SECRiN HERE ARE H^CLUDSD OHLY FOR IHTERI^L REFERENCE PURPOSES: QUOTE

1. LE FOi-roS DES NATIONS TJNIES POUR LENEAKCE (UNICEF) PRESEKTE SES

CC&IPLIMENTS AU GOUVERNEMEHT DE LA REPU3LIQUE DEKOCRATIQUE DU VIET3SAM.

2. LUNICEP SOUHAITE SI TEL EST LE DESIR DU GOUVER23EMENT DE LA RDV APPORTER

SA COOPERATION POUR DSS PROJECTS INTERESSAHT LAIDE A LEHFANCE DANS CE PAYS.

3. C2TTS PROPOSITION SAPPU3E SUR IA RESOLUTION 57 DE L&SSEMBLEE GENSI4ALS DES

SATIONS. UNIES EH DATS DU 11 DECEMBRE 1946 CREANT LS FOXDS DES STATIONS

USIZS POUR LSNFANCE. 4. CEiPROGRAMME DE COOPERATION SERA IT UNE OPERATION

STRICTEMEKT HUI'JANITAIRE CONCUE POUR PERtSTTRE LE MAXIMUM DAIDE A LESFAHCE

SASS DISCRIMINATION AUCUNE. 5, LUNICE? APPORTE SA COLLABORATION A DSS

ACTIONS OU DES PROGRAMMES INTERESSANT LE2SFANCE ET LA JEUNESSE ENTREPRIS

PAR LES AUTORITEES GOUVERNEI-IENTALES RESPONSABLESAINSI QUS PAR DES SERVICES

OU DSS ORGANISATIONS NONGOUVERNEMENTALES AGREES - PAR LB GOUVERNMENT.

6, TOUT EN SEFFORCANT DE DONNER RAP3DEMENT SUITE A DSS DEMAMDES DE SECOURS

LUNICEF PSUT EGALEMENT PARTICIPER A DES PROGRAMMES KATI03SATJX DESTINES

A AIDER LE DEVELOPPEI4ENT DES SERVICES ASSURANT LA PROTECTION ST LA

PREPARATION DSS EMFANTS ET DES ADOLESCENTS EN WE DE LSUR AV3NIR.7.IA

DEFINITION DE CES PROGRAMMES PREND TOUJOURS EN CONSIDERATION LES BESOINS

EXPRIMES PAR LES AUTORITES RATIONALES. 8, LACTION DS LUNICEF PEUT

Authorired by:

Auforis* par : Signature

Na.-n* end title (p/ease type) — Norn et quai^e (-3 dactyiovrzphier)
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SETEliDRE AUX REGIONS RURALES AUSSI BIEN QU'A DAUTRES ZONES OU SPHERES

BACTIVITES EN TENANT COMPTE DES PROBLEMES SPECIFIQUES DES EHPANTS ET

ADOLSSCENTS DANS LEUR CONTEXTS FAMILIAL AINSI QUE DES PROBLEMES DES MERES
A-

ET DES FStlMBS ENCEINTES. 9, LA REALISTION DE CES PROGRAMMES PEUT ETRE
10. K

ETEKDUE SUR PLUSIEURS ANNEES/POUR ASSURER UKE LIAISON AVEC LE GOUVEIUSIEMEi'IT

P3JTOANT LA PREPARATION ET LE DSEOULEMENT DES PROGRAMMES ET DSS ACTIVITES

DS SECOURS LUHICEF MET GESERALEME3ST A LA DISPOSITION DU GOUVERHEMENT TOT

RSPRSSSNTANT POUR ASSURER UN CONSTANT ET SFFIĈ CS ECHANGE D,?INFO?J'̂ TIO>̂ .

11. LES SPHERES GENERALES DE COOPERATION DE LUNICEF PEUVESTT ETRE A INS I
I

DSCRITSS: AAA . AIDE DANS LS DQMAII3E SANITAIRE POUR LA PROTECTION

:-3iTSR!MSLLE ET INFANTILE. BBS DANS LS DOMAINS DS LA NUTRITION, PAR EXEMPLE

PAR LA FOURNITURE DALIMENTS ENRICHIS AUX JEUNES ENPANTS . CCC ASSISTANCE

DANS LE DOMAINS DS LEDUCATION PAR EXEMPLE PAR LA FOURNITURE DE MATERIEL

SCOLAIRE ET DES MOY5NS DS PRODUCTION DS CS MATERIEL. DDD AIDS A LA CREATION

DSS SERVICES NECESSAIRS A LA VIS DSS ENFANTS ST ADOLESCENTS AB-ISI QU'A LA

FORMATION DU PERSONNEL SPECIALISE. 12. 'IA COOPERATION DE LUNICEF SEXPRIME

GESERALEMENT SOUS LA FORME DE FOURNITURE ET ENVOI DSQUIPEMENT, AINSI QUE

PAR LASSISTANCE A DES PROGRAl-iMES NATIOKAUX DE FORJ'IATION. 13. LS CHOIX DES

PRIORITIES PARMI LSS ACTIVITES POSSIBLES FAIT NORMS. LEI-IE NT LOB JET DE

CONSULTATIONS. CELLES-CI AIDENT A DETERI-HISTER LES CHAMPS DE COLLABORATION

A32TSI QUE PAR LA SUITE LIDENTIFICATION DU MATERIEL ET EQUIPEI-IENT NECESSAIRE

QUS LUNICEF POURRAli- CONTRIBUER. 14. LUNICSF SUP, LA BASE DE SON EXPERIENCE

Au?horizc<f by:

Autori se par : Signature
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•ANTERIEURE BANS LE DOMAINS DES URGENCES COMMENCE A RASSEMBLER CERTAINS

J-5ATERISLS DEQUIPMENT QUI POURRAIENT ETRE IMMED IATE1MENT UTILE3. 15.

LUNICEF DOIT EGALEJENT TSNIR COMPT3 POUR DETERMINER LETEIsiDUE DE SA

COOPERATION DES RSSSOURCES PINAKCIEEES MISES A SA DISPOSITION SUR LE

PLAN MJLTI3SATIOSa.L PAR LES GOUVSRNEME3STS ET LE SSCTSUR NONGOUVERMSI4ENTAL

16, DAHS LE CADRE DE SA COOPERATION AVEC LE GOUVERHEMENT DS LA RDV liUNICEP

EST PRST A COOPERER AVEC TOUT ORGANISl-lIpSSlGKS PAR LE GOUVEKENEMENT (TEL

LE COMITE POUR IA DISTRIBUTION DE LAIDE POPULAIRE I

17. POUR CSCI AI1TSI QUE POUR LETABLISSEMSNT DES PROGRAMMES BASSISTAHCS

LI3NICEP SOI3EAITE ENGAGER UN DIALOGUE AVEC UN REPRESENTANT AUTORISE DU

GOUVEEKME3SFT DE LA RDV DANS UN DELAI AUSSI R&PPRCCHS QUE PEUT US SOUHAITER

CE GOUVERN32ffiIST . 18. DE FACON A ACCELERER LELA3ORATION DE CES PROGRAMMES

LUNICEF SERAIT PRET A PROPOSER VISITE A HANOI DEUX ENVO'iES REPRESStTTANT

LE DIRECTEUR GENERAL SI CETTE SUGGESTION APPARAISSAIT UTILS AU GOVSRNE^IENT

DE LA RDV. 19. LE BUREAU EUROPESN DE LUNICEF PAR LINTERlyEDIAIRE DE SON

DLRECTBUR ADJOI1TT GUIBBERT EN POSTE A PARIS RSSTE A IA DISPOSITION POUR-

RECSVOIR JIT TPANSMETTRE. AU DIRECTEUR GENERAL REACTIONS RDV A CET AIDE
£iT

MEMO IRE / POUR FOURNIR LES COMPLEMENTS D INFORMATION QUE LE GOUVERNEMENT

DE LA y RDV POUR2AIT JUGER UTILE . END OF QUOTE. FOLLOWING ARE POINTS

CONSIDERED IN CHANGING THE TEXT: AAA DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE TYPES OF

ACTIVITIES 'WAS REPHRASED TO INDICATE THE GENERAL RANGE FROM WHICH TO

CHOOSE AND ALSO TO EMPHASISE INTEREST IN FOCUSSING JOINT ACTION IN

CHILDRENS NEEDS RURAL AREAS. ALSO THIS WOULD AVOID GIVING IMPRESSION
Authorized by:
Aufor ise par : Signature

Name and title (pleas* typ?) - Nom et qualite (a dactylogrephier)
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DOOR IS OPEN FOR MASSIVE REQUEST IN ALL FIELDS AND RECALLS RESOURCE

LIMITATIONS. BBS IN SO DOING WE EXCLUDED MENTION OF WELFARE SERVICES

BECAUSE OF POSSIBILITY MISUNDERSTANDING OF WORD QUOTE SOCIAL UNQUOTE

IN FRENCH AT THIS STAGED CCC WE DO NOT THINK REFERENCE TO SPECIFIC

SUPPLY LISTS WOULD 33 USEFUL BEFORE JOINT PROGRAMME IDENTIFICATION

HAS BEGUN AND THEREFORE REQUEST YOU NOT TO INCLUDE SUCH LISTS IN

ACCOMPANYING MATERIAL NOW UNLESS THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFICALLY

AGREED WITH RDV, AS FEAR THIS COULD OTHERWISE START MAIL ORDER OPERATION,

INSTEAD WE ARE PREPARING AND WILL SEND YOU CS MERAL STATEMENT ON FORMS OF

AID WHICH YOU COULD USE IF NECESSARY IN SUBSEQUENT CONTACTS. DDD

PLEASE DELETE SENTENCE NUMBER FOURTEEN ABOVE REFERRING TO STOCKPILE

UNLESS TJ5JIS ALREADY HAS SPECIFICALLY BEEN MENTIONED IN DISCUSSIONS.

EE2 UNLESS YOU DEFINITELY BELIEVE THIS IS lEBU&SABLE AT THIS STAGS,

W3 BELIEVE IT USEFUL TO INTRODUCE SUGGESTION UNICEF VISIT HANOI AS

INCLUDED ABOVE TEXT. FFF PLEASE CHECK AND IF HSCESSARY CORRECT THE

TITLE OF THE NEW COMMITTEE FOR POPULAR AID (IN SENTENCE NUMBER SIXTEEN)

KAMS OF WHICH ONLY AVAILABLE TO US IN ENGLISH AS PER YOUR TELEX OF

20 MARCH VIA UNESCO . GGG YOUR SENTENCE QUOTE TRANSMISES PAR TOUS

CANAUX UNQUOTE NOT UNDERSTOOD AND THEREFORE DELETED.,

LABOUISSE

?«r*c by: Authorized by:

Autari s?j par ;
H.R.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR..UNICSF
Kama" an«J~t i t le (p/ease f /pe j — NornT«r"quoTi"Ve""fa"~c/a~cfy.'o^rap



CO:i?ID5irriAL /l/l
Meeting of the Secretary-General vita the Permanent Observer of South. Viet-Haa
Tuesday, 6 March 1973, 6.30 p.m.

Present: Ambassador Nguyen Euu Chi

The Secretary-General
Roberto E. Guyer

The Observer of South Viet-Nam presented a -written exposition highlighting

his country's misgivings on the possibility of the establishment of a. liaison

office of the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Viet-Haa. The .

original of the said presentation is attached and a copy has been given to

the Legal Counsel. The Observer insisted on reading aloud, the whola document.'

The Secretary-General mentioned that no decision has yet been taken, .

"but that he could not fail to mention that the situation, arose from the

coaent the ?RG vas recognized as a party to the Paris Agreement and was listed

as a "government". Ha concluded that the matter "would be given full considera-

tion and that the opinion of the representative of South Viet-lTaai vould be

duly taken into account.



^i- O.-.-ICE Or THE P E R M A N E N T OBSERVER

Or THE REPUBLIC Or VIET-NAM

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

SUITE 547-3

NEW YOHX. N . V . tOO17 AIDE

Lirouverture eventuelle d'un organe denomme "bureau de

liaison" avec les Nations Unies du soi-disanfc "Front de

Liberation du Sud Viet Namn appalls de la part du Gouverne-

ment de la Republique du Viet Nam les reserves et remarques

suivantss :

En consideration de son origme externe et des moyens

subversifs employes par le FNL, le Gouvernement de la

Republique du Viet Nam nra jamais reconnu efc continue a n-e

pas reconnaftre ce groupement comme un gauvernement legal.

Tout au plus, il n!a ete reconnu que comme une organisation,

avec laquelle, en application de l:Accord de Paris, le Gouverne-

ment de la Republique du Viet Nam est en train de discuter

dans lresprit de reconciliation et de concorde nationales des

problemes specifies dans 1'Accord sus-mentionne.

Du point de vue juridique, la question se poseraifc da

savoir, au cas ou un buraau du NL.-F serait autorise a fonctionner

dans le cadre des Nations Unies, si la pratique jusqu:ici suivie et

qui a une valeur ccutumiere pourrait Sfcre invoquee pour valider

cetta innovation. D:une part, I'G^rganisafcion ds lrUnite africaine

qui a ete citee comme precedent ne presente a.ucune similitude



avec le -sol disant FNi-i. L?Organisation, de 1!Unite africaine
t

est une organisation inter-etatique groupant des pays indspen-

dants et souverains, tous membres des Nations Unies.

l/etablissement d*un bureau de liaison entre les Nations

Unies et catte organisation a ete la suite reservee a une

requgte faite au nom de cetfce organisation par des etats

membres dea Nations Unies qui sont en fait nombreux-sans

objection majeure des autres etats membres ou des pays

directement interesses.

Du point de vue pratique et fonctionnel^ il nry aurait

pas de difference, si ce nretait de nom, entre le statut d'ttn

bureau de liaison et celui dIun observateur permanent aupres

des Nations Unies. A cet egard, I'ouverture dTun bureau de

liaison ne serait qu!un moyen detourne pour accorder les

privileges et prerogatives dTuii observateur permanent a une

organisation qui, autrement, ne serait pas qualifiee pour

obtenir ce statut. En effet, une. pratique fortement etablie

veut que le statut d'observateur permanent soit accorde a

ur. pays deja membre d!une ou de plusieurs institutions

specialisees des Nations Unies, Ce quin'astpas le cas du sol-

dis^nt "PNLi" qui, par ailleurs, ne reunit pas les elements

fondameniaur: de la competence etatique susceptiblers de lui

conferer la qualite d'un gouvernement, d!autant plus que ce

groupement se qualifLe lui mSme de nprovi3ol-r^:t.



L.e precedent constitue par le bureau de liaison Viefc

Cong susciterait, nous en sommes certains, de legitimes

apprehensions de la part de nonifareux pays membres des

Nations Unias, dans la mesure ou il serait exploits abusivement

pour justifier des revendications similaires de nombreuses

organisations non gouvernementales et m§me de-7certain.es

organisations specialisees dans la perpetration, des actes de

terrorisms international. -Nous savons et nous apprecions lea

efforts faits par le Secretaire General des Nations Unies

pour lutter activement contra le terrorisme international.

La prolife'ration des bureaux de liaison avec leur bataille

de propagande chargee de passions et d7 invectives ne serait

pas de nature a creer un climat de detente, ̂ t de comprehension

necessaires a la solution des problern.es internationaus deja

complexes par leur nature.

En ce qui nous concerne plus parti culler ernent, toute

decision tendant a autoriser 1'ouverture drun bureau "de liaison.

NLF1 aupras des Nations Unies, a supposer qu'elle soit bien

motivee, pourait Stre interpretae corrrme une ingerence cans

les affaires internes de la Repubiique du Viefc Nam. et pourrait

aller 3. lrsncontre des nobles objectifs poursuivis par le

Secretaire General, defenseur et gardien de la Charte ces

Nations Unies. Pendant que des negociacions se derouJent a

Paris entrs la delegation de la Repubiique du Viet Nam et



celle du soi-disant FNL, negociations donfc la duree depend

de la solution de norribreux diff idles problemss pendants,

nous pensoris qu*il ne serait pas dans I1 Inter St de la paix dans

le Sud Sst asiatique de permettre a une des parties Interessees

de dechainer des passions injustifiees et drenvenimer de deb at,

surtout apres que ̂ ecueil juridique et politique constitxie par

le statut du FNL avait pu gtre evite au cours des negociations

laborieuses a Paris grSce a I1 effort de compromis des deux

cotes dans le but" de mettre fin a la guerre. Get effort sTest

traduit par le souci semantique manifeste au cours des

negociations par les parties interessees afin dteviter toutes

qualifications specifiques concernant le FLN et par les

reserves formulees dans Particle 9 de lrActe Final de la

Conference internationa]?.de Paris,

Pour des raisons ci^dessus er-cposees, nous souiiaitons

et demancbns que le Secretaire General des Nations Unies

reconsidere le problem.es sous tous ses aspects.

New York, 9 mars /^197B> ?



6 mars 1973
AL/gs

'KOTE DE DOSSIER

Entretien entre le Secretaire general et Monsieur Paik Youn Ryong,

Representant du Comite coreen pour la promotion 'du commerce inter-

national en France (Vendredi 2 mars 1973, Hotel Bristol, Paris)

. Etaient present: Le Secretaire general

Monsieur Paik Youn Ryong. (Representant du Comite coreen)

Monsieur Han (interprets du President Paik)

Monsieur Andre Levin

MB; Get entretien a ete precede d'une conversation d'une heure, le ler mars

entre M. Levin et le President Paik, et suivi d'un dejeuner le 3 niars offert

a M. Levin par le President Paik et d'autres siembres du Comite coreen.

Apres une entree en natiere ou le Secretaire general a rappele-qu'il

avait deja eu deux entretiens anterieurenent avec des representants de la

Coree du Tford, a Pekin et a Vienne, M. Paik a fait un expose de la question

de reunification de la Coree, rappelant les propositions faites en 1971 par

le President Kin II Sung. II a ajoute que, par 1'intermediaire de la Croix

Rouge, des negociations s'etaient engagees en 1972, et que quelques progres

avaient ete accomplis, mais que les autorites du Sud se aontraient d'accord

pour signer les textes, mais pas pour les appliquer. II s'est attache a

denontrer la caractere pacifique de la Coree du lord, et a mentiorme la

proposition de reduction nutuelle des forces nilitaires, refusee jusqu'ici

par le gouvernement de Seoul. II a demande au Secretaire general d'user de

son influence pour obtenir que la question coreenne soit inscrite a 1'ordre

du jour de la prochaine Asssmolee generale et qu'un representant du gouvernement

de Pyong Yang puisse venir ercposer son point de vue a Kew York.

Le Secretaire general a repondu. qu'il etait bien au courant de I1evolution

des•negociations entre les deux Corees, et qu'il esperait que le clinat general

de detente leur serait benefique. II a ajoute qua la mefiance etait reciproque,

et que I'observateur de Seoul aupres des lotions Unies lui avait dit qua son



gouvernement eprouvait des craites vis-a-vis du Nord. II faudrait dans

un premier tarns dissiper cette nefiance. Quant' aux debats a 1'Assenblee

.generale, 1'inscription dependait evidenmient du vote des differents pays:

deja, certains Etats avaient inodifie leur position, nais il faudrait

obtenir qu'une raajorite, soit 67 delegations, se prononce. Le gouverneraent

de'Pyong Yang devait intervenir aupres de ses amis pour qu'un noabre

d'autres Etats modifis leur position.

Le President Paik a reraercie le Secretaire general de ses cons'ei-ls,

et a rappele qu'il etait conscient de ce probleine de majorite. Mais il

a affirme qu'il esperait que I1influence du Secretaire general s'exercerait

dans le sens.d'un reexamen de la question coreenne et que le contact ainsi

amorce avec des representants de Pyong Yang se continuerait. II a rappele

que la Cor^e avait toujours 6t£ dans le pass6 un Etat unifie^ et que la

division etait inacceptable pour les families, pour I'e'conoiaie, comme pour

la population et pour son gouvernement.

L'entretien a dure quarante minutes.



6 mars 1973
AL/gs

NOTE DE DOSSIER

Entretien avec la delegation du G.E.P. a la Conference de Paris
(Mercredi 28 fevrier 1973, Hotel Bristol. Paris)

Etaient presents: Le Secretaire general

Deux representants de la delegation du G.E.P.

'••"•-•• Andre Levin , '' "

Le Secretariat de Madame Binh, Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres du

Gouvernement Revolutionnaire Provisoire de la Republique du Sud-Vietnam,\ a

telephone deux fois dans la soiree pour faire savoir que "Madame Binh

souhaitait avoir un nouvel entretien avec le Secretaire general". Le

Secretaire general, prevenu a la residence de Monsieur Bettencourt ou il

dinait, a fait repondre qu'il rappellerait Madame Binh des son retour a

1'Hotel Bristol.
T"

A la suite de cette nouvelle conversation telephonique, un envoye

special de Madame Binh, ainsi que son directeur de cabinet, se sont rendus

a 1'Hotel Bristol vers 23.30 h. L'entretien a dure environ 35 minutes.

Lrenvoye special a commence par rappeler la suggestion formulee au

cours des entretiens entre le Secretaire general et Madame Binh, de 1'etablissement

d'un Bureau de liaison du GRP aupres des Nations Unies. II a ensuite declare

que cette proposition avait ete communiquee par ca"ble a son gouverneraent et

que celui-ci venait de repondre positivement, en exprimant le souhait que

le Secretaire general en fasse 1'annonce publique "pendant le deroulement

de la conference". Ainsi, le GRP disposerarfc,.1 grace a ce bureau, d'un

"observateur" a New York.

Le Secretaire general a remercie 1'envoye special, et a dit qu'il etait

satisfait de cette information. Mais la decision et 1'annonce publique ne

pouvaient en etre faites avant son retour a New York, en raison de problemes

techniques.

L1envoye a alors exprime le souhait que cette mesure soit rendue publique

plus tot, par exemple au cours du dejeuner de la presse diplomatique (c'est-a-dire

le jeudi ler mars); cette annonce faciliterait 1'action entreprise par le GRP
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aupres de "gouvernements amis", notamment en ce qui concerne la mention

de la presence du Secretaire general des Nations Unies dans 1'Acte final

de la Conference.

Le Secretaire general a confirme que 1'annonce ou la decision ne

pourraient §tre faites formellement qu'a Hew York, mais qu'il se proposalt

alors de le faire sans retard. Par centre, il etait pr§t a annoncer des

demain, a la conference de presse, que ce sujet avait ete aborde et qu'il

se .saisirait de ce probleme des son retour a New York.

L'envoye de Madame Binh s'est declare d'accord avec cette suggestion.

II a dit qu'un tel bureau serait utile pour maintenir les contacts avec

le Secretaire general apres la Conference. Le Secretaire general a ajoute

que ce bureau serait egalement utile au GRP en lui facilitant les relations

avec les gouvernements et les delegations amies. "Ce sera d'un interSt

reciproque", a repris I'envoye de Madame Binh, qui a ajoute: "Nous avons

besoin de votre aide morale et materielle".

Le Secretaire general a alors rappele que la question d'une aide de

nature humanitaire avait ete deja abordee, et que I1OKU pourrait, si le

desir en etait exprime, 1'acheminer sans aucune discrimination, ni-condition

de quelque sorte que ce soit. L'envoye special a dit que la question avait

ete comprise dans ce sens par son gouvernement et qu'elle etait actuellement

a lretude.

Enfin, 1'envoye special a demande 1*intervention du Secretaire general

pour obtenir un reglenent satisfaisant du sort des prisonniers civils

emprisonnes au Vietnam du Sud par le gouvernement de Saigon.



Confidential

Subject: Brief notes on essential political, military and economic

information on South Vietnam, Korth Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.

PSGA could, be requested to prepare four background notes of about six pages

each on the present situation in Indo-China. Following are some suggestions for

their contents :

I. South Vietnan:

1. Political^ aspects :

a) Structure of the Government of the Republic of South Vietnam

(including analyses of the link between the President and the

military, the political groupings, the present situation of the

Buddhist and the neutralist groups etc..,)

b) Structure of the PRO (including analyses of its relationship

with the national Liberation Front and the respective influence

of the Hanoi's ana Saigon's Governments on its leadership);

c) Respective territorial control in South Vietnam of the Republic

of South Vietnan and PEG;

d) Leading parties and personalities in South Vietnam.

2. Economic aspects :

a) General economic situation;

b) Effects of the war on the economy;

c) Reliance of the Republic of South Vietnam on US aide.

II. Korth Vietnam:

Political aspects;

a) Structure of the Government;

b) Various attitudes vithin the Political Bureau toward the peace

agreement;

c) Links between Hanoi and the PEG (including analysis on reports

concerning the Central Committee);

d) Leading parties and personalities.
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2. Economic aspects:

a) General economic situation;

b) Effects of the war on the economy, in particular, effects of

the mining of the ports.

III. Cambodia:

1. Political aspects: ^_^^ ^ ^>-v x~a ^i

a) A&s.es.5mejit--e£—pr es-ei * I v i aMl l~cy-e£-fee President Iran I'ol Government;

b) A&a-essiaeuL -err- the p&-tcnt,-' ?! mrppo£4~£er Prince Sihanouk's exile

Government withi-n the •eotarbry^

^^ -̂*y c) Sev-4-eir-arttitudti Luwa-r4s— t>ie-tort--I^oi—Government ;

M /T, d) Gtoinese— &dpp«odi-iJaa:^£iiicjs_^ifeanQ4iJL^
4 \,<^^**~^ \J.^-,lr^L

ft j~£ ($1, fv~^Ji- 1 e) XT US involvement in Cambodia;

I ^^w^ 0-C-*U.y ^ ^- ^glanr-p of fnT^g.Q hpt-r.rppn tb^^<>»-^^-^nvpTnTTn'<='"+" ?.""rt -f-he pro-Sihanouk

g) Relationship between the Cambodians and the North and South Vietnamese.

2. Economic aspects:

a) General economic situation;

" " ' ' 6r " the '

IV. Laos;

1. Political aspects:

a) Ba=!rafte«-of">forhees'-%et1ween Prince Souvanna Phouma and the Pathet Lao;

b) Asaess«rei¥fe»ei!- recent talks between Prince Souvanna Phouna and the

Pathet Lao in Vientiane;

:L-ng-̂ ^

Geneva agreement;'"'

d) Position and symbol of the King;

e) Significance of -Cui-ituc-s.!-,'' n i .. iig the "Ho Chi r-iinli Trail";

f) Thailand interest in Laos;

g) Leading parties and personalities.

2. Economic aspects:

a) General economic situation;

fS- cuiC. Hurtei '



26 January 1973
AP/jd

Note for the Secretary-General

This time the Ambassador of South Viet-Nam called me personally

and implored me to bring up the matter again with you.

I should propose that I call back and give him this time the

arguments which we had first in mind: namely that such an appointment

would be premature and harmful.

A. Prohaska



26 January 1973
AP/dm

Rote for the File

Stig Anderson called me this afternoon at 5:^5 pm informing me

that he had received a telephone call from his contact in Washington,

Mr. McDonald, who asked him to kindly pass on the concern of

Secretary-of-State Rogers with regard to the recent statement "by

Mr. Labouisse.

The American side was rather "bewildered to learn of such a

statement, since, in their opinion, the United Nations should be

viewed as one organization of which the Secretary-General is firmly

in charge. Since the United States have very much in mind to entrust

the United ITations with the relief operations, they are concerned by

such a procedure. In addition, Mr. McDonald said that it was dangerous

for the United Nations to presume a role which had not yet been

assigned to it.

cc: Messrs. C-uyer/Urquhart



The use of bombers for deterrence

The B-52 bombings in the areas of Hanoi and Haiphong have, in the last ten days
lea to the shooting down of a number of bombers. Although the evidence concerning the
exact circumstances is as yet not complete, it would seen that this development may have
consequences for the future of the nuclear arras race, especially between the U.S. and
the U.'S.S.R.

The downing of the B-52 bombers represents, so far as is known, the first time that
sophisticated defensive USSR-made missiles have been successfully employed, under actual
combat conditions, against heavy U.S. bombers, flying at high speed and high altitude and
equipped. with elaborate electronic counter-measures against attacking missiles. The
demonstrated vulnerability of the bombers appears to be somewhere in the range of 1-5
Der cent: i.e. such a percentage of the attacking force has been brought down by
defensive action.

'. In assessing the above from the point of view of the arms race, account must be
taken of two factors in particular. First, the actual combat situation involves a large
number of bombers, based relatively close to the target areas, the air defense of which
has been set up by a developing country, under wartime conditions and relying on outside
military aid. These are adverse conditions for the establishment of an effective ai£
defense.

Second, the use of heavy bombers as a component of nuclear deterrence between two
major powers involves several factors that favor the defensive side (and only a few in
favor of the offense): The bombers are based relatively far from the target areas:
the air defense has been developed, installed and thoroughly tested in peacetime; and,
most importantly, the defensive missiles may be equipped with nuclear warheads which
multiply +heir defensive capabilities. Strategically, the decisive comparison is
not only between the number of bombers that penetrate the defense and those that don't
(the penetration ratio): it is often even more relevant to compare the penetration ratio
of the bombers with the same ratio as it exists for other attacking systems, such as
submarine-based nuclear missiles. Therefore, the present argument by Pentagon spokesmen
that the B-52 bombers (in spite of their demonstrated vulnerability) still have a good
penetration ratio so far as Vietnamese targets are concerned, may not be the most relevant
argument when the effects on the nuclear arms race are considered. For the nuclear arms
race, the lesson of Vietnam may instead be the demonstrated vulnerability of a deterrence
that relies on bombers as compared, to missile deterrence.

Conclusion:

The demonstrated vulnerability of heavy bombers in "Vietnam may lead to a reconsideration
of the role of such bombers in upholding a balance of deterrence between the nuclear powers.
This may, in turn, lead either to efforts to improve the heavy bomber component (e.g. by
replacement of B-52 by E-l) or to an increase in the role of the nuclear missile cor.vnonent.
whether landbased or based, on nuclear submarines. Doth alternatives may have a profound
influence on the disarmament talks between the me..3or powers, ouch as SALT, as well as on
Lhc negotiations in the GCD.
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PERSONAL & GONPISEETIAL 19 December 1972

Dear Me. Secretary-General,

Re; IEDO-CHIKA

I refer to my communication of 18 December on Indo-

China and transmit herewith communication released "by the Inter-

national Red Cross. lay I draw your attention to the appeal

by the International Red Cross to national societies for financial

support* The projected budget is estimated at about Sw.Pr. 50

million for a three months period.

Yours sincerely,

Faruk H. Berkol
Under- Se ere tary- General

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
Se cretary-General,
United Nations,
NEW YORK.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ICRC 1146
Monday 18 December 1972 LEAGUE GEN. 1972-20

THE RED CROSS PREPARED TO INTENSIFY ITS HUMANITARIAN

ACTION IN INDD-CHINA

Geneva CICRC-LEAGUE 1. - In the hope of a cease-fire in Indo-
China, the International Committee of the Red Cross and the League of Red Cross
Societies have set up an operational group entrusted with pooling all Red Cross
resources and harmonizing the plans of action in order to assist the conflict
victims with the maximum effectiveness. This integration at the operational
level in no way changes the respective responsibilities of the two Institutions.

Within the framework, of this agreement the ICRC and the League
have asked Mr. Olof Stran, Secretary General of the Swedish Red Cross, to direct
the overall operations of the Red Cross in Indo-China. He has the support of a
group of experts made available by the ICRC, the League and some National
Societies.

A preliminary plan has been worked out in Geneva in anticipation
of a cease-fire, which takes into account the programmes already under way and
the wishes expressed by various Authorities and Red Cross organisations. The
plan covers the aspects of present and foreseeable activities in the fields of
protection and relief which the Red Cross might be called on to develop. It
deals in particular with questions of personnel required, purchase of relief
supplies in South-East Asia, transport and storage, communications and
information media, as well as contacts and coordination with international and
national organizations, which are also preparing to go into action once the
cease-fire has been announced.

The expenses in the first three months have been estimated at
about Sw.Frs. 50,000,000. To meet the needs already outlined, it is planned to
send some sixty delegates into the field. They will make up several teams
which will work in close cooperation with the various Red Cross Organisations
directly interested. The ICRC and League delegations at present in Indo-China
will be united and strengthened.

An appeal has just been made to all National Red Cross, Red
Crescent and Red Lion and Sun Societies to obtain the qualified personnel and
financial resources needed.



Maetina: held in Secretary-General's office
on Tuesday, 19 December 1972 at 12:00 noon

Secretary-General

Mr. Morse
Mr . Tang
Mr . Urquhart

The Secretary-General expressed his deep concern at the most recent '

developments in Vietnam and especially the resumption of very.heavy

bombing. He had already expressed his concern to Ambassador Bush and

vished to consult the three Under-Secretaries-General on what might use-

fully "be done in this situation.

It vas agreed that there was at present time no possibility of

formal action by the United Nations and that the situation was one which

could only be solved between North Vietnam and the United States. It
' v

was also important that the United Nations should not become a scapegoat

for the deterioration of the situation. It was agreed that the Secretary-

General should sound out the Permanent Members of the Security.Council

and express his concern to them, making it clear that his good offices

were available if they were wanted by all the parties. Ee would also

approach the representatives of lianoi in Paris to make known to then

his concern and to find out if they felt that- any action through the

United Z^ations or the Secretary-General might be useful at this tine.

The Secretary-General had already expressed his concern publicly at the

renewal of the bombing and would do so again on a suitable occasion.



13 December 1972

; Ilote for the File

Meeting in the Secretary-General's Office on 12 December

Present were: The Secretary-General

Mr. Weitz, FAO Liaison Office UIT

Mr. Prohaska

Mr. Weitz came to see the Secretary-General upon the request of

the Director-General of FAO, Mr.Boerna,in order to infom the

Secretary-General of the following:

a) FAO had'set up a contingency planning committee under the chair-

manship of Mr. Aubrac regarding the possible involvement of FAO

in a relief and rehabilitation effort in Vietnam. At present, this

conmittee was identifying people, the type of assistance that slight

"be required,as well as assembling background material that would be

useful in this context. The findings of this committee were put at

the disposal of the Secretary-General.

b) Mr.Boersia furthermore suggested a meeting with the Secretary-General

sonietine next week, in the presence of the representatives of two or

three other specialised agencies that raisht have to be associated in a

general Ull relief effort. The uurpose of this meeting would be

an exchange of views on the possible involvement and role of the

United ITations fanily in Indochina.

c) In addition, Mr.Boe.nna informed the Secretary-General that he had

s.3ked his representative at the UII, Mr. Weitz, to serve as a contact

with the Se'cretary-General and those of his collaborators who

are, -at the Uli end, involved in the question of a possible Vietnam

involvenient of the Organization.
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The Secretary-general took note of this information and expressed

his gratefulness for the active interest Mr.Eoerma was taking in the

matter. As to the proposed, meeting, he declared, his readiness to neeb

with Mr.Boerma whenever the latter would want to see him., however, in

the present circumstances, overriding political considerations would

suggest a postponement of a get-together as proposed by Mr.Boerma.

The Secretary-General explained that the United Nations should not take

an involvement in the relief operation for granted, particularly in view

of the declared readiness of the US and USSR to step in, should the

parties so request. Furthermore, the attitude of the parties concerned

•was rather reserved and nothing should "be done, which could compromise

the role of the United Nations in the post-war relief effort. The ITT

should'be ready to help if asked to do so and,on a technical level,

should also undertake the necessary planning. This, however, must "be

done extremely carefully. In this context, a formal meeting of Heads of

Agencies at UH Headquarters would therefore not appear useful.

The Secretary-General'also mentioned briefly the attitude of Hanoi

towards the United liations and its Secretary-General in particular

and hoped that Mr.Boerma would understand his preoccupations with regard

to further development.

Mr. Weitz promised to convey this information to Mr.Boerma and

assured the Secretary-General that he would keep in contact with those of

his collaborators vho are involved in a contingency planning for the post-

cease-fire relief effort. - ,
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CONFIDENTIAL 10 November 1972

ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED BEFORE THE
CONCLUSION OF A FINAL PEACE AGREEMENT IN VIETNAM

1. It could be said with some strength of affirmation that a final

conclusion of the "Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in

Vietnam" would largely depend on the success of President Nixon and

Dr. Henry Kissinger in meeting some, if not all, of the demands of

President Nguyen Van Thieu of South Vietnam. Pres. Nixon, Dr. Kissinger

and other senior U.S. officials have asserted that, although Pres. Thieu

would not be allowed to exercise a veto on the ending of the war, his

views would be given sufficient weight. It is no secret, of course,

that the failure of the U.S. to meet the 31 October deadline for the

signing of the draft agreement was due to the difficulties encountered

by Dr. Kissinger in his talks with Pres. Thieu in Saigon.

2. In the heat of the presidential campaign, a dispassionate analysis

in the press of the criticisms, demands and views of Pres. Thieu has not

been possible. He has been widely considered the main obstacle to a peace

agreement in Vietnam without any thorough examination of the full range

of his position. If the proposition contained in the opening paragraph

of this paper has any validity, then it may be useful to enumerate

Pres. Thieu's attitude to the announced nine-point draft peace agreement

and see whether his views could in any way be accommodated.

3« On 24 October, Pres. Thieu delivered a very lengthy message to

the people of South Vietnam, which in retrospect was his initial public

response to the nine-point draft agreement. Without in any way divulging

the existence of an agreement between the U.S. and the Democratic Republic

of Vietnam (DRV) on a draft peace agreement, he rejected the substance of

the agreement announced by the DRV on 26 October and confirmed by

Dr. Kissinger the same day at a press conference in Washington. Incidentally,

the puzzlement over the disclosure by the DRV of the draft agreement may be
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clarified by assuming that the DRV publicized a summary of the agreement

after it realized that the main points were already disclosed by

Pres. Thieu in his message.

4- In that message and in subsequent statements made by Pres. Thieu

and his Foreign Minister Tran Van Lam, the following represent the core

of Pres. Thieu's position vis-a-vis the draft peace agreement:-

(i) All DRV troops must be -withdrawn from the Republic of Vietnam,

(ii) All DRV troops must be withdrawn from Laos and Cambodia,

(iii) There should be a reaffirmation of the status of the

demilitarized zone under the 1954 Geneva Agreement,

(iv) Any agreement must be signed by the Government of the

Republic of Vietnam,

(v) A cease-fire should involve regrouping of forces in

preference to cease-fire in place,

(vi) The concept of two separate governments in South Vietnam

should be rejected,

(vii) There exists no third force in South Vietnam.

5. Dr. Kissinger in his press conference on 26 October, at which time

he stated that the DRV's summary of the draft peace agreement was "on the

whole a very fair account", referred to "six or seven very concrete issues"

that he would like to modify and clarify with Le Due Tho, the DRV chief

negotiator in the Vietnam secret talks. Although Dr. Kissinger did not

openly link these issues with Pres. Thieu, it could be inferred that he

was referring to issues raised by Pres. Thieu.

6. An attempt will be made to briefly examine each of the points

representing Pres. Thieu's position and examine how they could be

accommodated with the draft peace agreement. The main difficulty is the

fact that the "fine print" of the agreement has not yet been disclosed.

The nine-point summary published by the DRV does not contain some

significant points mentioned by Dr. Kissinger in his press conference.

For example, the following were disclosed but only partially confirmed

by DRV negotiators in Paris:-
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(a) The DRV has made itself responsible for the accounting of

all US prisoners and missing in action throughout Indo-China and their

repatriation (compare "with Point 4 of the reported nine-point draft

agreement).

(b) Arrangements for the release of the National Liberation Front

(KLF) prisoners and perhaps all other Vietnamese prisoners vd.ll be a

matter to be worked out between the two parties in Vietnam with no link

with the release of US prisoners. This position was not directly contra-

dicted by an editorial in Nhan Dan broadcast on 8 November, asserting

that the draft agreement provided for the release of all captured

"patriots", military men and the "civilian internees".

(c) The two parties in Vietnam will negotiate about the timing

of elections, the nature of the elections and the offices for which these

elections should be held.

(d) The National Council of National Reconciliation and Concord

will be formed by appointment and will operate on the basis of unanimity.

Other details of the agreement, such as the composition of the Inter-

national Commission of Control and Supervision and the International

Guarantee Conference on Vietnam, have come from published sources.

Therefore, until the agreement is published, caution should be observed

in examining its provisions. Already, DRV officials have stated that

the issues which Dr. Kissinger said should be further discussed have

all been clarified in the body of the agreement.

?. (i) All DRV troops must be withdrawn from South Vietnam

Pres. Thieu has been very adamant on this point. Opponents of

Pres. Nixon have viewed the lack of any reference to the withdrawal of

DRV troops as a major concession by the US and a vindication of Senator

McGovern's position on how to end the war. There is no accurate figure

of the number of DRV troops in the South. Pres. Thieu and South

Vietnamese officials have often referred to 200,000 to 300,000 DRV

troops. US officials have frequently given the number of DRV troops

in the South and Cambodia as 145?000 with about 40,000 in Cambodia.
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8. US officials have intimated that there was an understanding

between Dr. Kissinger and Le Due Tho on the need for the DRV to with-

draw some of its troops from the South. It has been noted that the DRV

has never admitted that it has troops in the South and would therefore

not allow any such reference in the peace agreement; thus the need for

the understanding. It appears to be the feeling of high US officials

that the DRV is justified in retaining some troops in the South to offer

protection to areas controlled by NLF forces. Recently, it has been

reported that Dr. Kissinger would seek firmer agreement from North

Vietnam for the withdrawal of 35>000 troops from the northern provinces

of South Vietnam.

9. It is possible that failure to reach an accommodation on this

point might result in a break-down in the negotiations since Pres. Thieu

believes South Vietnam could not long survive with all DRV troops remain-

ing in the South after the completion of US troop withdrawal. Linked to

this issue is Pres. Thieurs opposition to the concept of two armies in

the South. Here is what he had to say on the matter on 24 October:-

" ... then they would provoke disturbances in the South and use

the armed forces (the DRV troops) to deal us a hard blow. At that time

they would certainly be victorious without the US being able to resume

the bombarding and mining of the North. And perhaps at that time, the

US would be unable to intervene again".

10. Possibly, to meet this concern of Pres. Thieu, the US has hurriedly

despatched to South Vietnam a significant number of F-5A jet fighters,

C-130 jet transport, helicopters, artillery and tanks. Thieu also

believed that the DRV troops would be "South Vietnamized, given one I.D.

card each and sent to villages and hamlets". No international body in

his view could tell the differences between North and South Vietnamese.

11. When Dr. Kissinger met a group of foreign correspondents in

Washington on 3 November, he was reported to have given the impression

that the issue of withdrawal of DRV troops was not among those issues

needing clarification. It was suggested that it may have been dealt

with in recent contacts between the DRV and the US. A South Vietnamese
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newspaper Tin Song on 8 November quoted a high official in Saigon as

stating that in his discussion -with General Alexander M. Haig Jr.,

assistant to Dr. Kissinger, who is now in Saigon, Pres. Thieu would

insist only on the "beginning of withdrawal of part of the DRV troops.

12. (ii) Withdrawal of DRV troops from Laos and Cambodia

Point 7 of the nine-point draft agreement would seem to indicate

that withdrawal of all foreign troops from the two countries should take

place. However, there might be some ambiguities. The question is linked

with the timing of the cease-fire in Laos and Cambodia. Dr. Kissinger

has already indicated that one of the questions he would raise with

Le Due Tho would be the reduction of the time gap between the cease-fire

in Vietnam and in Cambodia and Laos. Secretary of State Rogers stated

on 5 November that a proper time-frame for cease-fire in Indo-China would

be open for discussion. Pres. Nixon in his first paid televized campaign

broadcast called for cease-fire in the whole of Indo-China even though

the nine-point agreement mentioned only cease-fire in Vietnam. Failure

to reach an understanding on this point may not weigh so heavily on the

outcome of the agreement as the preceding point.

13. (iii) Reaffirmation of the Demilitarized Zone

Here is where it is widely believed that Dr. Kissinger may have

been guilty of a major over-sight. For Pres. Thieu, the recognition

of the demilitarized zone is important since his position that there

are two sovereign governments in Vietnam is based on this provision of

the 1954 Accord although it was made clear in that agreement that the

demilitarized zone was not a political boundary. Pres. Thieu has also

been peeved by the fact that the draft agreement referred to three states

in Indo-China. He has insisted that there are four states - two Vietnams,

Laos and Cambodia.

14. Dr. Kissinger did not envisage a major problem on this point.

He stated that it can be resolved by specifying those elements of the

1954 Accord that should be respected in the new peace agreement.

Pres. Thieu however, would insist on this point.
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15. (iv) South Vietnam must also sign the agreement

Under the terms of the draft agreement, the US and the DRV were

negotiating on behalf of the Republic of Vietnam and the Provisional

Revolutionary Government (PRG) respectively. This is in full accord

with the position of both parties: the US believes the PRG is controlled

by the DRV and the latter insists that the Government in Saigon is a

creation of the US.

16. Dr. Kissinger now believes that it is legitimate that the Govern-

ment of South Vietnam should sign on its own behalf. Pres. Thieu has

declared that there could be no peace agreement without his signature.

Furthermore, Dr. Kissinger has stated that the signature of the Govern-

ment of Saigon would require redrafting of certain sections of the peace

agreement. This issue should not prove insuperable,

17. (v) Mo cease—fire in place

Pres. Thieu1s main objection to cease-fire in place is based on

the difficulties in supervising such a cease-fire. He has linked the

issue with the so-called "flag war". He has charged that the Communist

forces had instructed their supporters to make between 1 to 6 flags each.

He himself has issued orders for his supporters to plant as many govern-

ment flags as possible. A surprise, in this regard, was the opposition

voiced by retired General Duong Van Minh to the cease-fire in place. He

has been widely regarded as a compromise candidate for the presidency of

South Vietnam. Other opposition leaders such as Nguyen Van Hugen, Chairman

of the Senate and Senator Vu Van Man have expressed reservations about a

cease-fire in place. Pres. Thieu has expressed preference for a grouping

of forces as was done under the 1954 Geneva Agreement. In the event that

a firm understanding is reached on the withdrawal of some DRV troops from

the South, a cease-fire in place may be endorsed by Pres. Thieu. Tin Song;

also quoted a high official in Saigon as saying that Pres. Thieu would

insist on the immediate supervision of any cease-fire in place by the

International Commission of Control and Supervision.
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18. (vi) Ho coalition Government in South Vietnam

There is on this point a difference of interpretation between

Dr. Kissinger and Pres. Thieu. According to Dr. Kissinger, the DRV had

dropped its demands for a coalition government which would absorb all

existing authorities. The ire of Pres. Thieu has been directed at the

administrative structure called the National Council of National Reconci-

liation and Concord of three segments that will promote the implementation

of agreements and organize the general election. Pres. Thieu has implied

that Dr. Kissinger allowed himself to be duped when he accepted the

arrangement. In his 24 October message, he stated that the true nature

of the structure has not been realized; he referred to it as a "very-

wicked and cunning design of the communists". He then added: "My aim

here is to see that the compatriots are not led astray by the 'National

Concord1, which sounds beautiful but actually means 'coalition'". This

assessment of Pres. Thieu is shared by Sen. McGovern and most of the

critics of the war in Vietnam.

19. Dr. Kissinger is of the view that the problem may be linguistic;

he said that the term "administrative structure" was given to him in

English by the DRV negotiators, but concluded that the Vietnamese trans-

lation may convey the meaning of Government. Tin Song; also reported

that Pres. Thieu in his talks with General Haig would call for exact

definition of the duties of the National Council of National Reconciliation

and Concord with the view of distinguishing it from a coalition government.

It does not seem that this problem should be too difficult to solve to the

satisfaction of all parties.

20. (vii) There exists no third force in Vietnam

By denying the existence of a third force, Pres. Thieu hopes to

destroy the notion of a three segment national concord. He has said that

the so-called third force are the neutralists who are living abroad. In

his judgement, there are only two forces in Vietnam, the Communist and

his Government. He believed that the third force idea is an invention

of the communists. He might not however press this objection.



21. It now seems likely that the DRV will agree to meet •with

Dr. Kissinger for another round of secret talks. It could not be said

•with any degree of certainty that the points discussed above will be

the only ones before the parties. It is possible that the DRV negotiators

may want certain points clarified themselves, and Dr. Kissinger may have

other points that he wants to modify. Since Pres. Thieu is such a key

factor in the conclusion of a peace agreement in Vietnam, it is useful

that such an examination of his position be made.
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DISASTER RELIEF OFFICE

CONFIDENTIAL , 10 November 1972

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

Re; INDO-GHINA

Further to my letter of 6 November and cable from Mr. Morse

No.7413 of the same date, I attach herewith some additional notes on

a recent meeting held between the International Committee of the Red

Cross and the League on 4 November prepared by Mr. Stanissis.

I have instructed Mr. Stanissis to follow up the

forthcoming meetings which will take place in the week of 1J

November.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
NEW YORK.

Faruk N. Berkol
Under-Secretary-General

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator

cc. Mr. Bradford Morse
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INFORMATION CONCERNING ICRC/LEAGUE TALKS ON RED CROSS ACTION
IN INDO-CHINA - MEETINGS HELD IN GENEVA, 4 NOVEMBER 1972

Representatives of the ICRC/League met on Saturday, 4 November

1972 to continue their talks on the actual division of work. There were

some indications in principle that the International Red Cross would try

to find a harmonious system for division of work and administration of the

first stages of eventual actions in Indo-China. It was pointed out that

when National Societies, the League and the ICRC had agreed on the division

of responsibilities, decisions on plans of action would be taken by the

sovereign authorities in the country concerned.

At the above joint ICRC/League meetings serious difficulties

arose in respect of the appointment of a Red Cross General Delegate or

Co-ordinator. The name of Mr. Olof Stroh, Secretary-General of the Swedish

Red Cross was proposed. The ICRC expressed its willingness to accept Mr.

Stroh but not in any formal capacity, notably only to make an exploratory

mission.

The ICRC expressed concern, one should not push the matter too

much, the Committee (ICRC) was very careful in its attitude. Contacts

earlier had been very difficult. At the same time it was taken for granted

that there would be a lot of ICHC conventional activities, even if the ICRC

confessed that efforts during a great number of years to establish working

contacts on classical ICRC tasks with North Yiet-Nam, the FLN, and similar

organisations had been almost completely without success, even though certain

contacts had been established. The right for ICRC to work in these parts of

Indo-China had never been recognised.

The League representatives had to point out that they must act

on behalf of the National Societies, that the situation in Indo-China was

not new. The ongoing actions had to be expanded - if this was not done in

a proper way, it would be done by others or without Geneva's co-ordinating

role. It was further stressed that Red Cross Societies and also a number
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of governments which were used to working through the Red Cross, expected

some leadership and ideas.

It was also pointed out that it would be relatively natural if

one had asked for a complete League leadership, "because it was peace that

was coming, not war - there would surely be difficulties, but the main

interest of Red Cross Societies was to bring relief. The League was prepared

to work either under the label of the International Red Cross or as a joint

League/ICRC action and this was supported by National Red Cross Societies,

There was strong opposition within the ICRC in two lines: one

group within ICRC itself being more conservative, not wanting to see

traditional ICRC tasks handled by non-ICRC and non-Swiss delegates. The

other guoup expressed extreme frustration during previous operations, Nigeria/

Biafra - Bangladesh,

Further meetings will continue in the week of 13 November 1972

during which certain policy decisions will be taken.

P.O. Stanissis

10 November 1972

PCSjjm
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DISASTER RELIEF OFFICE

CONFIDENTIAL Geneva, 6 November 1972

Bear Mr. Secretary-General,

Re; INDO-CHINA

Further to my letter of 3 November 1972, I enclose

herewith Summary Notes prepared by Mr. P.C. Stanissis, of the

Meeting convoked by the International Red Cross and held on

Friday, 3 November 1972.

I shall keep you informed of any further developments

from this end on this subject.

Yours sincerely,

Faruk N. Berkol
Under-Secretary-General

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
Secretary-General,
United Nations,
NEW YORK.

cc: Mr. Bradford Morse
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CONFIDENTIAL 6 November 1972

SUMMARY NOTES ON MEETING CONVOKED BY ICRC/LEAGUE OH FRIDAY, 3 NOVEMBER
1972 TO HEAR REPORTS ON CURRENT RED CROSS PROGRAMMES II INDO-CHINA AND

FUTURE PLANS

UNDRO was invited to attend the above meeting and the office was
represented by P,C. Stanissis.

Representatives of the following organisations were present at
this meeting:

ICRC
League
Swedish Red Cross
World Council of Churches
Catholic Relief Services
Caritas
Lutheran World Federation
International Union for Child Welfare
ICVA
UNDRO

A brief statement was made by the ICRC spokesman, Mr. Maunoir,
who reported that in the eve of the cease-fire the Red Cross started plan-
ning for new action to be undertaken in the countries in Indo-China. The
ICRC's main activities at present are carried out in South Viet-Nam, Laos,
Khmer; they consist mainly of the traditional/conventional activities -
assistance to POW's, visits to detention camps, exchange of messages,
tracing of missing persons and relief to civilian displaced populations.
These activities are closely co-ordinated with the National Red Cross Societies
in the countries concerned. The ICRC has so far not been authorised or
invited to intervene in North Viet-Nam and territories under the National
Liberation Front (NLF) control. Two field hospitals (equipment) have been
sent to North Viet-Nam through the Red Cross in the Democratic Republic of
Germany.

Mr. Henrik Beer, Secretary General, LICROSS, gave general inform-
ation on activities by the League with the support of its federated National
Societies. These activities consist of emergency relief assistance to needy
civilian populations in South Viet-Nam, Laos, Khmer and North Viet-Nam.
Programmes are being carried out by the National Red Cross Societies of the
countries concerned, assisted and strengthened by a limited number of League
delegates. Such activities are equally carried out in territories under
NLF control. League representatives have occasionally visited North Viet-
Nam and it has been reported that the National Red Cross Society is well
organised to render effective assistance to the civilian population,

With the expectations in this new situation there is need to plan
and expand the present programmes to meet the needs when the time comes.



At an earlier meeting called by the ICRC/League held on Friday,
5 November 1972 at 10 a.m., National Societies of the following countries
were represented:

Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Democratic Republic of Germany,
Japan, Liechtenstein, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia.

The future planning for concerted action by the Red Cross in Indo-
China was discussed and general agreement was reached for increased humanit-
arian intervention at the time a cease-fire will take effect. The hope was
unanimously expressed that the United Nations will join in this humanitarian
action. It was stated that in view of the great needs there was room for
individuality in the action. The situation "being so complicated there was
also need for joint planning - government, Red Cross, UK and Voluntary Agencies.

* * *

In many countries this has already been done, namely in the Scandin-
avian countries. Governments presently involved in the Indo-China conflict
will, in the event of a cease-fire, come back in a new form. Other govern-
ments will come in a different way. This is another reason why the UN should
be coming in hopefully. At present the efforts of donor countries are being
co-ordinated at the national level.

The World Council of Churches have, through the Vietnamese Christian
Council, supported programmes amounting to $10 million in the years 1965-71*
The World Council of Churches is presently involved in the current year in
programmes of rehabilitation and reconstruction for an amount of $1 million.

The Lutheran World Federation is also actively engaged through the
Lutheran Relief, U.S.A.

Catholic Relief Services have been active in Viet-Nam since the
very start of the conflict and are at present covering all the provinces
in the country. In the Khmer Republic they work through the Catholic
Missions. They have also channelled help to North Viet-Nam through the Red
Cross (medical supplies and equipment) and in Laos through ICRC.

Those present at this meeting agreed that major changes will be
made in ongoing programmes.

Mr. Stanissis expressed the appreciation of the Disaster Relief
Co-ordinator to the International Red Cross for associating his office at
the planning stage in this preliminary meeting on a subject in which the
Secretary-General has a personal and particular interest. It was further
said that, generally speaking, UNDRO is looking forward to joining forces
and efforts with all those organisations towards goals which are of a purely
humanitarian nature. The UN Disaster Relief Office stands ready to assist
in any manner and to co-operate with all agencies concerned. It was further
stressed that the Co-ordinator"s action would be subject, as in other
similar situations, to a policy decision to be adopted by the Secretary-
General.



General Comments and Conclusions

Some agencies expressed concern for minority ethnic groups,
that is the Montagnard population living in the central highlands of Indo-
China.

The ICRC confirmed that they will confine their activities to
immediate emergency relief needs and have no intention for any involvement
in long-term rehabilitation.

ICVA was asked to keep informed the number of major agencies who
are not presently represented or established in Geneva,

The co-ordination problems were stressed and the importance was
emphasized of having such co-ordination on the spot - in countries where the
action will take place.

The hope that other organisations will be associated in the pro-
grammes together with the ICRC and LICROSS was strongly stressed.

The situation prevailing at present in Forth Viet-Uam was discussed
in general terms. There will be immense needs in the field of rehabilitation,
as well as numerous psychological and practical problems to be faced. One
third of Hanoi's population and two thirds of Haiphong's population have been
evacuated. The Worth Vietnamese have coped with the situation of the war
years in a most heroic way. They remain very optimistic that they will be
able to continue to cope with the problem.

If there is a cease-fire the situation will change suddenly to the
eyes of the outside world but not to the feelings of the North Vietnamese,
They would welcome assistance from the international community but there should
not be any type of invasion from charitable forces. The Forth Vietnamese are
very proud and very "marked" that they have resisted hardships and sufferings
all these years. The approach will be rather uncertain and in many cases
isolated. ¥e should be very cautious not to enter into any form of humanit-
arian colonialism or tourism by flowing into those countries well-intentioned
foreign volunteers, do-gooders. There will be need for practical support
for general rehabilitation and reconstruction in a variety of fields such as
agriculture, irrigation, medical health, education etc. Manpower and technical
know-how exist in those countries. There may be needs for highly qualified
personnel in different skills but certainly there will be no room for an
army of relief or reconstruction teams. There are isolated signs of starvation
but in general one cannot say that there is famine or severe signs of mal-
nutrition. We must also bear in mind that before the war Viet-Ham used to
be the food producer and supplier for the whole of Indo-China.

Talking to Mr. Beer I was told of a number of internal organisational
difficulties within the bodies of the International Red Cross.

No decision has been made yet on any type of operational organis-
ation to cover the International Red Cross programmes. There is strong
opposition from the Committee of the ICRC for a joint ICRC/League leadership.
The same difficulties encountered in previous similar international situations
(Higeria/Biafra, Bangladesh) may arise.
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Further meetings of the governing bodies of the ICRC and the
League are to be held on Sunday and Monday and hopefully a formula will
be decided upon by which each of the two International Red Cross institutions
will play their role in the united common identity which will be the Red
Cross,

Voluntary agencies were invited to furnish information on their
plans for the future activities in Indo-China. It was agreed that the
next meeting will be held on 16 November 1972 at 10 a.m. at the League's
Secretariat, If there was any change in the situation the ICRC. may call an
emergency meeting.
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Dear Mr. Secretary-General,
*"

: • Sub.1 ect: lEDO-CHINA

I would like to bring to your attention the following :

Recently one of 217 senior staff members, Mr. Stanissis,
attended a number of Hed Cross meetings connected with the planning
of humanitarian activities in Indo-China. He participated in those
meetings, which were initiated by the Scandinavian Societies and the
League, in his personal capacity as a former representative of the
International Red Cross in Viet-Nam. In fact he spent several months
there in 1967» during which time he established personal contacts
with the authorities in both South and North Viet-Nam, as well as
with the Viet-Cong. In view of his wide experience of the problems
in that area he was invited to attend the Red Cross meetings, during
which the League was urged by Member Societies, and in particular
the Scandinavian Societies, to investigate and determine present and
future Red Cross programmes of assistance in the Republic of Viet-Nam,
the democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, territories under the National
Liberation Front, Laos, territory controlled by the Pathet Lao, the
Khiaere Republic and territory controlled by GRBNK, in the event of a
cease-fire or armistice in Indo-China«

In scne of these countries the League is actively involved in
relief programmes which are supported by Societies from non-aligned
countries. National Societies of countries involved in the Indo-China
conflict also have their own programmes which do not fall within the
overall programmes of the League.

The ICRC is also actively engaged in Indo-China carrying out
their conventional responsibilities, i.e. assistance to PGTHs, visits
to prisons and detention camps and tracing.

Mr. Kurt Waldhein
Secretary-General
United Nations
ITew York, N.Yc
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I understand that an organisation for planning the
International Red Cross involvement after -the cease-fire is now
under establishment. The intention is to have a united common
approach for the ICRC, the League and the National Societies. The
appointment of a Red Cross general delegate for Indo-China to
represent the whole Red Cross world is being considered. In Red Cross
circles such an involvement is considered to be the most gigantic task
our world had ever to face.

The Red Cross efforts will concentrate on the following
priorities : '*

(a) Protection (under the Geneva Convention)

Reunion of families

Exchange of prisoners of war, tracing..

(b) Relief

Rehabilitation

Reconstruction
which involve mass transfer and movement of populations.

Medical rehabilitation for the physically handicapped.

If integration of the International Red Cross components is
not possible, that is to say between the ICRC, the League and National
Societies, there is certain pressure from a number of Societies and in
particular the Scandinavian Societies, to force the League to go ahead
with its overall programme. Negotiations are under way between the
t/i-o International Red Cross bodies and there is a. strong conviction
that a formula will be agreed upon.

Questions which arise are : How soon can armistice come?
The situation on the ground will not change much even if the armistice
comes. Already.at present'there is a race to bring assistance in a
competitive way by various Governmental and' non-governmental organisations.
Then there is the question of co-ordination which is considered to be one
of the major tasks, even among the Red Cross Societies. The International
Red Cross are calling a meeting with twenty leading National Societies on
Friday, ~5 November 1972, in Geneva under the auspices of the ICHC.

In view of Mr. Stanissis1 briefing and my own evaluation of
information from within Red Cross circles, I am inclined to believe that
the Red Cross will accept and play this leading role in Indo-China under
the following considerations :

1. Assistance will be expected and acceptable from all
National Societies federated to the League.

2. Such assistance may be in the form of contributions in
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3. There is strong reluctance against accepting the
services of personnel from major powers who have
been directly or indirectly involved in the
Indo-China conflict.

In view of your particular interest in this matter, I felt
it my duty to pass on this information which might be of some value
in your endeavours.

Yours sincerely,

P̂aruk IT. Berkol
Tinder-Secretary-General

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator
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U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

N A T I O N S U N I 3 E S

MEMORANDUM 1NTERIEUR

DATE: 26 October 1972

REFERENCE:

FROM:
DE:

George F. Davidson
Under-S ecret ary—General
for Administration and Management

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

Michael MacLear, a former CBC correspondent, now -with CTV (the private
Canadian network) has been in Hanoi for several weeks past, reporting via
film for television on what he has seen and learned in the Worth Vietnamese
capital. -He phoned me from London, England, early in September before he left,
to say that upon his return he would be glad to come to see you and report
privately to you on his impressions, if you would wish to see him. He also added,
of course, that he would very much like to have an interview with you at the same
time. I made no commitment of any kind, stating specifically that I could not
speak for you, but would pass on MacLear's offer and suggestion for your
consideration.

MacLear is a quite well known North American broadcast journalist whose filmed
news material has been used frequently on the US networks, both while he was with
CBC and more recently while with CTV. He was the only Western television correspond-
ent in Hanoi when Ho Chi Mnh died, and produced what amounted to an exclusive
western (if not world-wide) scoop on the Ho Chi Mnh funeral. His film footage at
that time was widely used both on US and Canadian networks and throughout the world.
He later produced one or two film documentaries on North Vietnam, dealing with its
economy and the life of its people in terms which the US authorities at the time
considered rather lacking in objectivity. MacLear made it clear in his commentary
that he was merely reporting what he had been allowed to see and learn from the
North Vietnamese authorities, but the US considered that he had allowed himself to
be used to carry a rather one-sided story of North Vietnam to the western world.

Most recently, MacLear has been frequently quoted on US television in
connection with the bomb drop on the French diplomatic compound in Hanoi. He
may or may not have interesting and worthwhile information on this and on the
question of the dikes etc.

I have a high regard for MacLear as a broadcast journalist and think he would
give you a highly interesting and on the whole reliable eye-witness account. He
probably leans somewhat to the left and to the North Vietnam side, but he is not
in any way an irresponsible journalist. He is probably regarded by US officialdom
as one-sided, but the US networks regard him highly enough and consider him reliable
enough to make consistent use of his exclusive material.

Perhaps you could let me know your wishes, in case MacLear gets in touch with
me again on his return from North Vietnam.
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CONFIDENTIAL

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPERVISING A CEASE-FIRE IN INDQ-CHINA

Prince Souvanna Phouma, the Premier of Laos, is scheduled to meet

with the Secretary-General tomorrow. Just before his departure from Laos

for France on his way to the United States, the Premier was briefed at

what was described as a "long meeting" by U.S. Deputy Secretary of State,

William H. Sullivan who had assisted Mr. Henry Kissinger in the recent

discussions with President Nguyen Van Thieu in Saigon on a possible peace

agreement to end the war in Vietnam. The Premier was quoted as saying in

Paris that he had "considerable knowledge of the latest developments"

regarding efforts to bring peace to Indo-China. He is currently in

Washington for further consultations with Mr. Kissinger before proceeding

to New York.

The meeting with the Secretary-General and Prince Souvanna Phouma

comes in the wake of widespread speculations that the framework of an

agreement on Vietnam and Indo-China as a whole has been reached. While

there is much speculation about the nature of the settlement reached, there

is scant information on the actual specifics.

It might be useful, nevertheless, to briefly examine one aspect of

the projected agreement that may affect the United Nations. As far as

is known, the Secretary-General has not been approached for exchange of

views on what contribution the Organization can make in securing a stable

agreement. It should be borne in mind however, that the Secretary-General

on many occasions has emphasized that his good offices remain available to

the parties concerned. It is also possible that Premier Souvanna Phouma

may want to discuss the matter with the Secretary-General.

It now seems likely that any agreement would involve the declaration

of a cease-fire; it is not certain whether such a cease-fire will be

restricted to North and South Vietnam or will affect the whole of Indo-

China. President Thieu in an unexpected address to the South Vietnamese

people on 24 October reiterated his insistence on a cease-fire that should

cover the whole of Indo-China. Although he made strong criticism against
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a "cease-fire in place" and a "three-part government" proposal,President

Thieu stated that he was not afraid of a cease-fire and asserted that

sooner or later there would be a cease-fire. Prince Souvanna Phouma was

quoted as saying in Paris that in spite of the "hard line" taken by

President Thieu, he remained optimistic about an Indo-China cease-fire

in the near future.

President Nixon in his televised message on 8 May 1972 had called for

an international supervised cease-fire in Indo-China; at that time, the

Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) opposed a cease-fire

prior to an understanding about a coalition'government in Saigon. In an

interview with Arnaud de Borchgrave, Senior Editor of Newsweek Magazine,

Premier Van Dong reportedly accepted for the first time publicly a cease-

fire in Vietnam as a first step in reaching a peace agreement.

Nothing has been said publicly about the nature of the international

machinery that may supervise the cease-fire. References have been made to

an international commission that might include France and Japan. Other

reports have suggested that France might be called upon to undertake the

task. This however may be an erroneous report since it has also been

hinted that France may be entrusted with the conduct of an election in

South Vietnam that will be part of the agreement. The only international

agency having observatory and supervisory functions in Indo-China at

present is the International Control Commission (ICC) composed of Canada,

Poland, with India as Chairman. However, the ICC has lately become

inactive and its headquarters was recently transferred from Saigon to

Hanoi because the South Vietnamese government had raised obstacles for

the Indian representative. In any case, it would appear that the ICC

would not be adequate for the task.

It has been reported that both the Pentagon and the South Vietnamese

army have been studying the requirements for the maintenance of a cease-

fire. For example, the White House has instructed the Pentagon to examine

inter alia how important an "international peace-keeping force" would be

to maintain a cease-fire. Whatever the outcome of these studies, there

can be no doubt that any international supervisory body in Indo-China

will encounter enormous difficulties. The problems will be compounded

if the agreement is for a "cease-fire in place" or stand-still cease-fire.
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With no clearly delineated battle front line, the task of such a body

•will be unenviable.

Among other things, any international supervisory machinery may be

given the following mandate:~

(1) to prevent the fermenting of acts of terrorism or the carrying

out of assassination of political and military leaders,

(2) to supervise the -withdrawal of forces and military installations,

(3) to ensure the right of innocent passage or free access for both

sides on roads through territory controlled by the other,

(4) to examine and report on allegations of violence.

Without the complete details of the agreement between the parties,

it may be difficult to estimate the actual composition and requirements

of any international supervisory body. It is likely, however, that an

international military observer force of "several thousand troops" may

be necessary. These should have equipments such as helicopters, effective

communications as well as complete freedom of movement.
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11 Kay 1972

Note on the Secretary-General's meeting with
the President of the Securitv Council

Also present: Mr. M. Newlin
Mr. R.E, Guyer

1; The Secretary-General delivered to Ambassador Bush, in
his capacity as chairman of the Security Council, a memorandum
containing his views on the Vietnam question. The Secretary-
General emphasized that the memorandum was confidential for the
Secretariat and he asked Ambassador Bush to circulate it among
the members of the Council. He was acting under the broad terns
of Article 99 but was not quoting it, and left it up to the members
-of the Council to decide whether they should meet or not, handle
-the matter privately or publicly.

2. Ambassador Bush said, clarifying President Nixon's speech
of £ May, that emphasis should be given to the positive aspects of
it, i.e. cease-fire, "withdrawal 4 months periodt etc,

3. Ambassador Bush also stated that the U.S» position in
regard to a possible meeting of the Council was that at the present
moment they did not see that anything useful or purposeful could
come out of it. If, however, this situation changed, they would be
ready to accept a meeting.

4. At the end of the meeting Mr. Newlin asked (referring to
Ambassador Farah's suggestion at the non-permanent members meeting
of May 10) if the Secretary-General was contemplating to establish
contact with Hanoi. Both Ambassador Bush and Mr. Newlin intimated
that such a. contact, if handled discreetly, would be useful.
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COHFIDEM'IAL

Meeting of non-permanent members of the Security Council
in the Secretary-General's office at 5.30 p.m. on 10 May 1972

Present: The Secretary-General
Ambassador Carlos Ortiz de Rozas, Argentina
Ambassador Edouard Longerstaey, Belgium
Ambassador Mamadou Diop, Guinea
Ambassador Samar Sen, India
Mr. Alberto Cavaglieri, Charge" d'Affaires, Italy
Mr. Roberto E Guyer ) Secretariat
Mr. Brian E. Urquhart)

The Secretary-General said that he had consulted the Permanent Members

of the Security Council on the situation in Vietnam and felt that it vas his

duty also to consult the non-permanent members. On 9 May he had issued

a statement on Vietnam expressing his concern. He had also previously,

through diplomatic channels, offered his good offices to the parties.

After the further escalation of the war and the breakdown of the Paris

talks, he felt that other efforts were necessary. The Secretary-General

had a special responsibility under Article 99.» but before invoking that

Article to convene the Security Council, he must know the position of the

members and especially of the Permanent Members. From his consultations with

the Permanent Members the situation was not yet entirely clear, but it was

certainly not encouraging. The Secretary-General had told the Permanent

Members that they had a special responsibility and that the public at large

did not understand the failure of the Security Council at least to achieve

a cessation of hostilities.

Ambassador Longerstaey expressed his appreciation to the Secretary-

General for convening the meeting. He had no instructions.

Ambassador Ortiz de Rosas congratulated the Secretary-General on his

statement which had been very well received. The question of whether

actually to convene the Security Council depended on consultations. In

consulting the members the Secretary-General had already assumed his

responsibility under Article 99- He felt that it was now up to the Council

members to assume their responsibility. For the moment it would be best to

wait and see how the situation developed. It might be possible for the

Council to provide a face-saving device for the parties to the war. If

there was a formal meeting of the Council, the problem of representation
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would arise and would have to "be agreed on beforehand. The Secretary-

General had already taken some action, and it would nov "be wise to delay

any decision as to whether to convene the Council. It might be useful to have

further consultations later on.

Ambassador Sen complimented the Secretary-General on his initiative.

His publicly expressed concern had been well received in the outside world.

He agreed that if there was no great power agreement, it would be unpractical

and irrelevant to convene the Council under Article 99- His impression

was that at least two of the great powers did not want a Council meeting and

the others were doubtful if much could be achieved. If the situation

deteriorated further it might be necessary to consider actively whether to

convene the Security Council. Both participation in such a meeting and

the question of a cease-fire would pose problems. There was also the

possibility of a Geneva type conference rather than a meeting of the Security

Council in order to try to reach a settlement. In any case, it was useful

to maintain contact and to keep up a discussion of the Vietnam situation.

Mr. Cavaglieri expressed his appreciation of the Secretary-General's

prompt action and his consultations with the non-permanent members of the

Security Council. He agreed with the previous speakers concerning Article 99-

It was necessary to be very cautious about actions which would produce no

useful results, as for example convening the Security Council. Italy would

agree to such a meeting only if a majority of the Council members, and

especially the Permanent Members, favoured it.

The Representative of Guinea agreed with the previous speakers and

recommended prudence.

The Secretary-General thanked those present and said that he would be

consulting them further in the near future.
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Meeting of non-permanent members of the Security Council
in the Secretary-General's office at 6.30 p.m. on 10 May 1972

Present: The Secretary-General
Ambassador Toru Nakagawa, Japan
Ambassador Aquilino E. Boyd, Panama
Ambassador Abdulrahim Abby Farah, Somalia
Ambassador Rahmatalla Abdulla, Sudan
Ambassador Lazar Mojsov, Yugoslavia
Mr. Roberto E. Guyer ) _ , . ,
Mr. Brian E. Urquhart) Secretariat

The Secretary-General made introductory remarks similar to those he had

made at the 5-30 p.m. meeting.

Ambassador Farah asked if North Vietnam vas interested in United Nations

involvement in the problem.

The Representative of Japan, Ambassador Nakagawa, said that a Security

Council meeting would serve no purpose if nothing came out of it.

Ambassador Farah said he shared the Secretary-General's concern and

felt that his offer of good offices was timely and appropriate. He asked if

there would be any objection to the Secretary-General making contact with

Worth Vietnam through a special envoy. It was a tragedy that the United

Nations was unable to move because of the attitude of the major powers.

The Secretary-General undertook to consider the question of a special

envoy to North Vietnam.

Ambassador Farah suggested that the Secretary-General might send a

communication to the President of the Security Council as U Thant had done

in the India-Pakistan situation,

Ambassador Mojsov welcomed the Secretary-General's initiative, in

exploring the possibilities of United Nations action. He was open-minded as

to the possibility of convening the Security Council, but pointed out that

not only the attitude of the permanent and non-permanent members of the

Council, but also the attitude of the main parties to the conflict must be

considered. He supported the idea of further explorations of the possibility

of a meeting and also of a communication from the Secretary-General to the

President of the Security Council.

The Representative of the Sudan appreciated the Secretary-General's

initiative. He agreed that an attempt should be made to make discreet
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contact with the parties, and especially with North Vietnam. He also agreed

on a communication to the President of the Security Council and hoped that

there would be continued consultations with the members.

The Representative of Panama favoured a meeting of the Security Council

if the Secretary-General considered that it would be useful and constructive.

The Sec retary-General stated that there was no United States request

for a Security Council meeting.

The Representative of Japan supported the Secretary-Generalfs initiative

and would also support a meeting of the Security Council if the Secretary-

General felt that such a meeting would be desirable.

The Secretary-General thanked those present and said that he would

remain in touch with them.
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INFORMAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

WITH NON-PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

ON VIET-NAM

Wednesday, 10 May 1972

First Group 5.JO p.m.

ARGENTINA

BELGIUM

GUINEA

INDIA

ITALY

Amb. Ortiz de Rozas

Arab. Longerstaey

Amb. Diop (Charge" - Ambassador is away)

Arab. Sen

Mr. Cavaglieri (Charge" - Ambassador is away)
and Mr. Migliuolo

Second Group 6.30 p.m.

JAPAN

PANAMA

SOMALIA

SUDAN

YUGOSLAVIA

Amb. Nakagawa

Amb. Boyd

Amb. Farah

Arab. Abdalla

Amb. Mojsov

The Secretary-General

Mr. Guyer

Mr. Urquhart
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8 May 1972
AP/jd'

NOTE FOR THE RSCORD

On 8 May 19T2, the Secretary-General saw separately Ambassador

Bennett from the United States (in the absence of Ambassador Bush,

who was out of town), the Permanent Representative of the United

Kingdom, Sir Colin Crowe, and the Charge1 d1 Affaires of France,

M. de La Gorce, on the question of Vietnam.

The Secretary-General referring to Vietnam and the recent

escalation of the conflict expressed his deep concern about the

deterioration of the situation. He then recalled the initiative

he took during his stay in Paris and the fact that at that time

the offer of his good offices did not elicit the necessary support.

In the meantime, the situation in Vietnam had changed and the tine

might have come for the United Nations to play an active role in

providing for a cease-fire. It was on this matter that the

Secretary-General wanted to have an exchange of views, in the first

instance with the Permanent Members and hear their reactions.

The Secretary-General stressed in particular that, in his view,

it was now the duty of the United Nations to call for a cease-fire

and action by the Security Council night be envisaged. He also

underlined that he was aware of the fact that any such request should

first be discussed with the Permanent Members in order to assure as

far as possible a positive outcome of such discussion, with the Security

Council. He added that it was also the duty of the Permanent Members

of the Council to give thought to this problem. -
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For Washington at present only two possibilities seem to

exist: either to escalate the war or to start negotiations.

Any such negotiations would have to be conducted in new fora,

since the Paris peace talkSAh-aTO &sr,r;.f?y,;;i-̂ r:o-!: yiQllai results,

as veil as bilateral contacts between the Soviet Union and the

United States have obviously not yielded results. The Secretary-

General mentioned in addition the appeal made by seventeen Republican

Senators, who in a letter that vas published by the New York Times

on Saturday, 6 May 1972, urged President Nixon to call for cease-fire

and transfer the political issues to the United nations.

Sir Colin, who pronysed to report promptly on this conversation

to his Government, started out by recalling the British initiative

in reconvening the Geneva Vietnam Conference and the very negative

response they had received from Foreign Minister Grosiyko. Under-

lining that he was speaking under no instructions, Sir Colin felt

that any call for a cease-fire would give rise to the call for

"withdrawal: the United States probably would be able to accept

a cease-fire whereas withdrawal would for them be hardly acceptable.

For the Soviet Union, on the other hand, a cease-fire resolution only

would probably be out of the question. He remarked further that the

call for a cease-fire could be humiliating for the United States,

on the other hand, action through the United Nations could very veil

also be a face-saving device for the United States to withdraw from,

the war.

Lastly, Sir Colin referred briefly to the difficulties which

might arise in view of the Soviet and Chinese positions: there two

countries would probably each want to get the credit for a political

or military victory of North Vientam.
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M. de la Groce did not enter into any detail, simply

confirmed that in the viev of his Government only political

negotiations could solve the problem and promised to report on

the reactions to the Secretary-General's queries.
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To the Secretary-General

It must be deeply incomprehensible for world public opinion that

a war should be going on in Viet-Nam so long, so savagely and with such

detriment to world detente without the United Nations being even involved.

The refusal of your offer of good offices has already helped to give the

public to understand why the United Nations is not seized with the conflict.

But is it enough? Instinctively the public must feel that the commu-

nity of nations is not doing its duty. How can more than 100 countries stand

by and watch a war going on without a single word being spoken about it in

the Security Council and in the General Assembly? Who guarantees that the

Paris talks will ever succeed? Such an abnormal situation may well contri-

bute fundamentally to the condemnation and disrespect of the people for

this Organization.

Thought should therefore perhaps be given to going further than your

offer of good offices. One should not forget either that with the entry of

the People's Republic of China in the United Nations, there has been a change

in the situation.

One could perhaps consider the following:

1) As in the case of East Pakistan when the members of the Security Council

were against being seized with the impending conflict, the Secretary-General

could submit a report to the President of the Security Council expressing

his concern and' informing him of his statements on good offices in Paris.

2) A group of neutral and non-aligned countries could ask that Viet-Nam or

the entire Indochina question be inscribed as an item for the General Assembly.

3) A diplomatic approach of third parties could be made to induce the United

States to submit a report on their negotiations to the Security Council or

to the General Assembly.

4) You could speak out frankly on Viet-Nam and report on your offer in Paris

in the Introduction to your yearly report on the work of the Organization in

August.

Robert




